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Advantages of using composite materials in automotive manufacture process

Štefan Kender¹, Janette Brezinová¹, Henrich Sailer¹
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Technical university of Kosice, Slovakia¹
stefan.kender@tuke.sk

Abstract: The advantages of using composite materials are currently manifested in various industries. This creates space for their even greater application in the automotive industry. Car manufacturers strive to constantly reduce the weight of the car, increasing its durability and safety at the same time. Car consumption and associated emissions are closely monitored. Composite materials therefore offer a range of properties that meet today’s automotive requirements to a large extent.
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1. Introduction

Composites are materials created by combining existing materials and using the knowledge of physical metallurgy. They consist of at least two components. The first continuous component - the matrix - serves as a binder, the secondary discontinuous component (disperse particles, fibers or layers) has a reinforcing function. They have excellent mechanical properties and have therefore started to be applied in all industries. The main disadvantage of composites is their high price and demanding production. Composites in the automotive industry were first used in motorsport. At present, composite materials are applied not only in sports and luxury cars but also in mass-produced vehicles. Automotive manufacturers are working to reduce weight and emissions, and increase the safety and durability of cars. For this reason, they cooperate with manufacturers of composite materials who have many years of experience with the extensive use of composites. Together, they are trying to find a suitable technology that will make the production of composite parts easier, cheaper and faster. The production of composite structures for the automotive industry is the most advanced new market and their use in the production of automotive components has a very great future.

2. Materials for Production of Prototype Parts

The use of composites in automotive production is mainly based on the effort to replace steel and other metallic materials, reduce weight, increase strength, durability, etc. Composite components have excellent properties that cannot be achieved with other materials.

In the early 1990s, the use of modern composite materials caused a revolution in the world’s automotive engineering. In 1984, McLaren produced the monocoque of his F1 vehicle from carbon fiber. At present, the use of composites is more or less the norm, especially for sports cars.

Composites advantages:

- fatigue resistance,
- high strength and modulus of elasticity,
- resistance against crack propagation,
- high collision and notch toughness,
- resistance to fire,
- vibrations absorbing ability,
- surface quality,
- corrosion resistance,
- ballistic proprieties,
- electrical conductivity,
- renewable usability. [2]

Main disadvantage of the composites is their high price and difficult production. Main reasons for using the composites materials in car production are:

- decreasing of the car weight,
- decreasing of the car fuel consumption,
- increasing of the safety and the impact strength,
- renewable usability. [2]

Table 1: Mechanical properties of metallic and composite materials comparison [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Specific mass (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Modulus of elasticity of tensile E(GPa)</th>
<th>Specific strength (N/m²/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiberglass</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramid</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM Carbon</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM Carbon</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weight reduction and reduction of vehicle consumption

Through weight reduction the fuel consumption may also be decreasing. By the 10% weight decreasing, the fuel consumption is circa 7% decreasing, what also means that reducing the weight by about 1kg will measurable reduce the CO₂ emissions. [3]

Automotive manufacturers are working to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by using new ultralight materials. The only obstacle to the use of such materials is their high price, which is why great emphasis is placed on the development of new technologies and production processes.

Table 2: Decreasing of the consumption by the car weight reduction [3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design/ Engine type</th>
<th>Car weight</th>
<th>Fuel consumption (l/100 km)</th>
<th>Increasing of the fuel efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic state</td>
<td>500 kg</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A) High strength</td>
<td>350 kg (30%)</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>4.20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) Carbon composites structure</td>
<td>270 kg (42%)</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the figure shows, against of the new materials application, the weight of modern cars isn’t much different from the cars from the 70’s. Of course, this isn’t caused only by false of materials, but “weight problem” of the cars can be in the future solved with intensive using of composite materials. [4]

Fig. 1 Working principle of 3D the printer EOSINT M 2701.

Increasing safety and impact resistance

The impact strength is an ability of the material structure to absorb the energy through a controlled way. The demands for car impact strength are:

- Deformable end section of the car, which preserve the integrity of the back passenger space and protect the fuel tank.
- Right designed the side structure and the doors.
- Strength roof construction, that protect by the turnover.
- Properly designed interior space.

Composite materials have great ability to absorb the energy. They are made up from layers that are absorbing the impact energy by the separating process. The ability of the energy absorbing is shown on the next figure. (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Graph of the impact energy absorbing [5].

Through the energy absorbing testing, there are developing variously kinds of the surface damages.

We know 3 types of composite materials damage:

a) The fibres disruption.

b) Fragmentation.

c) Brittle fracture.

We can get SEA as:

\[ \text{SEA} = \frac{EA}{\rho \cdot A \cdot l} \]

EA - Energy Absorbed.
A – Cross-section of the sample.
\( \rho \) – Density.
l - Length of the energy absorbing.

We can get EA from the graph of the impact energy absorbing:

\[ EA = \int F \cdot dl \]

F – Immediate strength of the crush.

As we can see on figure 4, the composite materials have a great ability to absorb the impact energy in comparison to metal materials.

Fig. 4 The energy absorption of specific materials [3].

The use of composite materials in car construction was also included in the project of a student prototype car with the working name ICAR, which was implemented at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the Technical University in Košice. Students...
designed the car's body and interior. The production of the body was carried out using carbon fibers. The car was built on the chassis of the Škoda Fabia 1.9 TDI and is fully functional. It achieves excellent driving characteristics, because the use of composite materials has significantly reduced the weight of the car. In addition, it has a modified chassis, reduced center of gravity and computer-modified engine parameters. All body parts, including some interior elements, were made of composite materials. It was a very large project involving 25 engineering students. When solving individual tasks, they got acquainted with the whole process from the design of the car to the actual implementation of the production of a functional prototype of the car. They verified on a real project the advantages of using composite materials in the construction of a car and their overall contribution, which was reflected in the driving characteristics of the ICAR car.

3. Conclusion

The use of new materials such as composites allow designers to design different shapes of components that can be applied in automobiles. The design of modern cars affects safety, performance, aerodynamics, car consumption, production costs and many other important factors. Likewise, composite materials are used to improve the appearance of exteriors or interiors, such as seats, dashboards, wings, bumpers, etc. Research is currently underway and various studies are underway on conventional all-carbon cars. The advantages of using composite materials in automotive production will therefore become more and more important and the scope for their application will be constantly expanding.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by scientific grant agency of the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic VEGA No. 1/0497/20, KEGA 001STU-4/2019 and of the Slovak Research and Development Agency APVV-16-0359.
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On electromagnetic actuator control in the active suspension systems

Katerina Hyniova
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Abstract: In the paper, the design of a linear motor as an actuator in vehicle active suspension systems will be presented. The attention is focused on several interesting design aspects of a non-traditional actuator (a linear synchronous permanent magnet motor with electronic commutation) controlled to obtain a variable mechanical force for a car active suspension. The main advantage of such a solution is the possibility to generate desired forces acting between the unsprung (wheel) and sprung (car body) masses of the car, providing good insulation of the car sprung mass from the road surface disturbances. In addition, under certain circumstances it is possible to reduce or even eliminate the demands concerning the external power source.

Keywords: CONTROL, VEHICLE, LINEAR MOTOR, SUSPENSION

1. Introduction

All suspension systems are designed to meet specific requirements. In suspension systems, usually two most important features are expected to be improved - disturbance absorbing (i.e. passenger comfort) and attenuation of the disturbance transfer to the road (i.e. car handling). The first requirement could be presented as an attenuation of the damped mass acceleration or as a peak minimization of the damped mass vertical displacement. The second one is characterized as an attenuation of the force acting on the road or in a simple car model (Fig.1) as an attenuation of the unsprung mass acceleration. It is obvious, that there is a contradiction between these two requirements. With respect to these contradictory requirements, the best results can be achieved using active suspension systems generating a variable mechanical force acting in the system.

![Fig. 1 One-quarter-car suspension model](image)

The model consists of a spring (stiffness $k$), passive damper (damping quotient $c$), sprung mass is taken as one-quarter of the body mass ($m_b$), unsprung mass representing one wheel ($m_u$) and a spring connecting the unsprung mass to the road and representing the tire stiffness ($k_t$), $z(t)$ is road displacement (road disturbance) [m], $z_u(t)$ denotes displacement of the sprung mass, and $z_u(t)$ displacement of the unsprung mass.

The active force ($F_a$) acting between the sprung and unsprung masses of the car is generated by a linear electric motor. For one-quarter-car model description see [1]. The $H_\infty$ controller synthesis for active suspension is described in [2].

The paper offers motivations for an electromagnetic active suspension system that provides both additional stability by performing active roll and pitch control during cornering and braking, as well as eliminating road irregularities, hence increasing both vehicle and passenger safety and driving comfort. Contrary to the conventional suspension system, a quite non-traditional solution has been chosen [1], [2]. In the paper, the usage of linear motors as electromagnetic actuators in the vehicle active suspension systems is presented. Vehicle suspensions in which forces are generated in response to feedback signals by active elements offer increased design flexibility compared to the conventional suspensions using passive elements such as springs and dampers. The attention is concentrated on several aspects of such a non-traditional actuator controlled to obtain a variable mechanical force for the car suspension. The main advantage of such a solution is the possibility to generate desired forces acting between the unsprung (wheel) and sprung (car body) masses of the car, providing good insulation of the car sprung mass from the road surface and load disturbances. Besides, under certain circumstances using linear motors as actuators enable the transformation of mechanical energy of vibrations to electrical energy, the energy accumulation, and using it when needed. This way, it is possible to reduce or even eliminate the demands concerning the external power source. The active suspension offers many benefits over conventional and semi-active suspension systems. The electromagnetic suspension is a high bandwidth and efficient solution for improving handling and comfort. Direct drive tubular permanent magnet actuator technology offers a high force density and fail-safe solution. In-lab and simulation verification proved the performance and efficiency of the proposed solution. Compared to traditional drives that use rotational electro motors and lead screw or toothed belts, the direct-drive linear motor exhibits the property of contactless transfer of electrical power according to the laws of magnetic induction. The electromagnetic force is applied directly without the intervention of a mechanical transmission. Low friction and no backlash resulting in high accuracy, high acceleration and velocity, high force, high reliability and long lifetime enable not only effective usage of modern control systems but also represent the important attributes needed to control vibration suspension efficiently.

2. Linear Motors

The beauty of linear motors is that they directly translate electrical energy into usable linear mechanical force and motion, and vice versa. The motors are produced in synchronous and asynchronous versions. Compared to conventional rotational electro motors, the stator and the shaft (translator) of direct-drive linear motors are linear-shaped. One can imagine such a motor taking infinite stator diameter.

Linear motor translator movements take place with high velocities (up to approximately 200mm/min), large accelerations (up to g multiples), and forces (up to kN). As mentioned above, the electromagnetic force can be applied directly to the payload without the intervention of a mechanical transmission, what results in high rigidity of the whole system, its higher reliability and longer lifetime. In practice, the most often used type is the synchronous three-phase linear motor.

For the most part, linear motors function within a system in the same manner as other types of motors. The major difference lies in commutation. Linear motors commutate based on linear position; rotary motors commutate based on angular position.

For a brushless motor to produce force, the windings must be switched in polarity and amplitude relative to the permanent magnetic field. In the case of brush-type motors, the magnets are usually stationary (stator). In brushless motors, the magnets are typically on the moving shaft, either rotating or sliding. Commutation is cyclical in nature, and is based on a fixed ratio of magnetic poles to electric coils. With rotary motors, these cycles repeat every revolution. With linear motors, the cycles repeat over a fixed distance.
3. Accumulation of Energy

Linear electric motors are able to recuperate energy. When the generated force is of the same direction as the suspension velocity, the energy has to be supplied into the system. Otherwise, it can be recuperated and accumulated for future usage.

Assume two driving conditions:
- the terrain/surface the car is driving on is very rough and uneven and there is enough energy stored in the accumulator system (the controller works in the standard mode, the motor consumes energy from the energy accumulator (supercapacitors) and the suspension performance is preserved).
- the terrain/surface the car is driving on is relatively smooth and there is not enough energy stored in the accumulator system because of the situation described above. The external signal provides the information to the H∞ controller to deteriorate its performance and to reduce energy consumption [2]. The deterioration is stated by the desired force attenuation. If the force is attenuated too much then the active suspension system works similarly to the passive suspension and the linear electric motor works as a generator producing energy for the accumulation system (Fig.2). Of course, in such a case the suspension performance is deteriorated (to the passive suspension level in the worst case).

The power amplifier requires a DC power supply for the switch bridge (see Fig.2a). If the motor works as an actuator, the electrical energy is lead in the terminal U0. In the braking mode, it is possible to get back the accumulated energy from the terminal. To achieve a good function of the power amplifier, the level of the voltage U0 cannot exceed a permitted range. Because the maximum of the linear motor force is limited within the given permitted range, it is useful to hold U0 at the upper limit. There are several ways of energy accumulation, but some of them do not allow holding U0 at the upper limit of the range. One of the possibilities is shown in Fig.1a. U0 is held constant and equal to U0 max. The electrical energy is impressed across the terminal U0 from vehicle supply network here represented by the capacitor C with the help of a DC/DC step-up converter. The voltage of the capacitor C is held within the range of 0 ± U0 max [V]. With respect to the short-time (hundreds of ms) instantaneous power (of the order of kW), both the converters have to be adjusted to a such a high peak power. Consider the average efficiency of each converter as equal to $\eta = 0.85$. The recuperated energy can be reused with the efficiency of $\eta = 0.72$. It results in a disadvantage when 28% of the recuperated energy is lost during one cycle of the energy accumulation and its following reuse.

If the vehicle supply network is represented by a capacitor C then its accumulation capacity (taken in the range of (0-U0 max)) enables to store energy of:

$$E_{C1} = \frac{1}{2} CU_0^{2}_{max}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Another way how to accumulate the electrical energy is shown in Fig.1b. In this case, it is assumed that the voltage U0 does not have to be necessarily time-invariant and varies within the range of U0 min , U0 max. Now, the capacitor C is connected directly to the terminal U0. The peak-power dimensioned auxiliary voltage supply is non-active for U0 > U0 min. Vice-versa, the energy dissipator dissipates energy in case of exposure of the capacitor when U0 > U0 max. The main advantages of such a solution are: its simplicity, the fact that the energy taken from the terminal U0 is stored with the efficiency of 100% (loss resistance of the capacitor C is neglected), and no problems concerning the DC/DC converters (efficiency, disturbances, cooling etc.). As the main disadvantage is taken the fact that the stored energy is limited by:

$$E_{C1} = \frac{1}{2} C(U_{0 max}^2 - (U_{0 min}^2))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

To store the same energy as in the first case, it is necessary to use the capacitor with $E_{C2} = E_{C1}$ times higher capacity.

4. Linear Motor Model

To verify control algorithms a linear motor model including the power amplifier has been created in Matlab-Simulink. The model enables to demonstrate the conversion of the electrical energy to mechanical energy.

In the model, it is assumed that: the magnetic field of the secondary part with permanent magnets is sinusoidal, the phases of the primary part coils are star-connected, and the vector control method is used to control the phase current. Here, PWM voltage signal is substituted by its mean value to shorten (about 10 times) the simulation period (inaccuracies caused by such a substitution can be neglected). The principal inner representation of the model is shown in Fig.3. The model input vector is given by the instantaneous position [m] (necessary to compute the commutation current [A] of the coils), instantaneous velocity [m/s] (the induced voltage of the coils depends on the position and velocity) and desired force [N].

The designed model function has been verified comparing dynamics of the model and the real motor. The simulation parameters correspond to the catalogue parameters of TBX3810 linear motor manufactured by Thrust-tube. For example, time responses caused by changes of the desired force has been compared. The linear motor input-output model is shown in Fig.4.

![Fig. 3 Principal inner model representation](image)

![Fig. 4 Linear motor input/output model for dynamics verification](image)

Fig. 5 and Fig.6 represent simulated and real time responses (step series: 0N→200N/200N→0N, power supply: 150V, velocity: 0m/s).
The simulation parameters (in the fields) signify that the desired force values correspond to the electric power necessary to be supplied to the power supply or vice versa has been measured. The positive values of the force [N], electric power [W] has been consumed when the velocity and force of the motor are constant and instantaneous electric power demand of the motor [W]. In Fig. 7 there is represented an input/output model (with concrete simulation values) of the linear motor. 

To obtain the simulation results given in Tab. 1, the linear motor motion of constant velocity and constant force has been simulated (the results in Tab.1 are valid for the supply voltage of 300V).

The direction of the force is oriented contrariwise for positive values of the force. After transient response settling, the power supply of the linear motor (the power supplied into the motor from the power supply or vice versa) has been measured. The positive values correspond to the electric power necessary to be supplied to the motor. Vice versa, the negative values represent the accumulate power. xxxx symbols in the fields signify that the desired force is not reachable under the given velocity. The simulation parameters correspond to the catalogue parameters of TBX3810 linear motor Thrust-tube.
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### Table 1 Simulation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>force [N]</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0,1</th>
<th>0,2</th>
<th>0,6</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1,2</th>
<th>1,5</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4931</td>
<td>4693</td>
<td>4459</td>
<td>3991</td>
<td>3523</td>
<td>2591</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>3996</td>
<td>3780</td>
<td>3565</td>
<td>3148</td>
<td>2722</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>-191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>3157</td>
<td>2965</td>
<td>2778</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>-556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2417</td>
<td>2249</td>
<td>2085</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>1632</td>
<td>1492</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>-315</td>
<td>-999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>-504</td>
<td>-1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>-140</td>
<td>-595</td>
<td>-1044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-250</td>
<td>-587</td>
<td>-919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-81</td>
<td>-263</td>
<td>-481</td>
<td>-695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>-87</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>-276</td>
<td>-372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Results

Comparing the time responses in Fig.5 and Fig.6 it can bee seen a very good matching level of the behavior of the used model and real motor. 

On the base of the simulation results, it is obvious that the power of the order of up to hundreds of W can be obtained when the motor velocity exceeds 0.4 ms⁻¹ and the force does not exceed about 200N. As an example, it is possible to note that under the motor velocity of 1.5 ms⁻¹ the energy can be obtained if and only if the braking force does not exceed 1400N.

### 6. Conclusion

It results from the experiments made with the linear motor TBX3810 Thrust-tube that the designed model describes the real linear motor equipped with necessary auxiliary circuits very authentically and enables to verify control algorithms developed to control the linear motor as an actuator of the active suspension system. This was an important conclusion for controller synthesis, various experimental simulations, and further research.
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Abstract: One of the priority areas for the use of composite materials is the aerospace industry. A number of evaluations have shown that their use in the manufacture of modern aircraft and helicopters lead to a reduction in weight of the respective parts with 20-30% compared to the same manufactured from conventional materials. In this case, an increase in the resistance of the respective part to external influences is usually achieved, and in many cases a decrease in its production cost.

The increasing use of composite materials in the aerospace industry requires analyzing options for their diagnosis and non-destructive examination of their quality, taking into account their specific features. Because of the enormous diversity and complexity composition for composite materials, various methods of diagnosis have different efficiencies for different types of composites. In many cases, composites contain highly porous or fibrous layers, which results in a strong attenuation of the acoustic waves and render the acoustic method inapplicable to their non-destructive control. In these and other cases, the use of emerging methods for their non-destructive ultra-high frequency (microwave) diagnostics is of interest.

Keywords: COMPOSITE MATERIALS; NON DESTRUCTIVE CONTROL

1. Introduction

Composite materials are known to consist of two or more materials with different physical or chemical properties, which together form a composite with properties other than their own. In most cases, composites are created to give them better opportunities for use in various mechanical impacts (friction, shock, vibration, acceleration, loading, etc.), the temperature characteristics of the environment in which they function (extreme or rapidly changing over a wide range of temperatures), chemical and electromagnetic parameters of the environment in which they function (salinity, acidity, radiation, etc.), as well as to achieve certain physicochemical parameters at less weight or with smaller production costs and [1-4].

One of the priority areas for the use of composite materials is the aerospace industry. A number of evaluations have shown that their use in the manufacture of modern aircraft and helicopters lead to a reduction in weight of the respective parts with 20-30% compared to the same manufactured from conventional materials. In this case, an increase in the resistance of the respective part to external influences is usually achieved, and in many cases a decrease in its production cost.

2. Composite materials

In the aerospace industry, composites have been used mainly in the military aircraft industry, but have recently become more widely used in the development of commercial aircraft. The advantages of using composites over traditional aluminum alloys are many, which is why they are more widely used. For the most part, the composite materials used in the aerospace industry are made of two major fiber and matrix components. Fibers or reinforcement provide high strength and hardness, while the matrix is used to bind the fibers together.

Another approach in the construction of composite structures is the layered structures (laminates), which can be made of different types of fiber composites oriented in different directions for optimum strength and rigidity.

An important type of laminated composite is the sandwich composite (a very lightweight but still robust composite laminate), which consists of a lightweight base panel with thin sheets of solid material bonded to the two faces of the core.
In general, the objectives of microwave diagnostics can be classified as superficial diagnosis - for the presence of superficial heterogeneities and / or defects, sub superficial diagnostics - for heterogeneities and / or defects within the composite material itself, and superficial diagnostics and for non-uniform defects. Material behind the composite material or behind a certain layer of composite material.

3. Diagnosis methods

Depending on the method of diagnosis, it is appropriate that it be classified as a diagnosis on the basis of reflection (reflective diagnosis) or diagnosis on the basis of transition in the material (transient diagnosis).

Reflective diagnosis is more commonly used and is performed with the ultra-high frequency transmitter and receiver located on the same side of the material. In this case, the heterogeneity and / or the defect are recorded on the basis of the change in the signal received by it. Basically reflective surface diagnosis is applicable to all types of composite materials.

In the transient diagnosis, the transmitter and the receiver of the ultra-high frequency oscillation are located on both sides of the composite material, and inhomogeneities and / or defects are recorded based on the change of the signal passed through them.

In the case of composite materials whose surfaces are electrically conductive, a basic reflective ultra-high-frequency diagnosis is possible for the presence of surface inhomogeneities and / or defects. In some cases, when the electrically conductive surface layer is twice less than the penetration depth, a reflective diagnosis of the interior of the material is possible, and when this layer is less than the penetration depth, a transient diagnosis is also possible.

For matrix composite materials whose matrices are of electrically conductive material, but their reinforcement is of non-electrically conductive material, the possibilities for subsurface and subsurface ultra-high frequency diagnostics depend on the size and density of the matrix components. If the dimensions of the matrix component are significantly smaller than the depth of penetration of radiation into it, or if the distance between the individual individual components exceeds 0.25 - 0.5 of the length of radiation, it may be possible to perform sub-surface and even sub-surface reflective or transient diagnostics.

If the matrix and its reinforcement are not composed of conductive material, then it is possible to perform sub-surface and sub-surface ultra-high frequency reflective and transient diagnostics.

If the matrix is not composed of electrically conductive material but its reinforcement is of electrically conductive material, then in principle the possibilities of performing sub-surface and sub-surface ultra-high frequency diagnostics are extremely limited.

If the composite material is multilayered and the individual layers are not composed of conductive material, then there are possibilities for under-surface and sub-surface reflection and transient high-frequency diagnostics. If the composite material is multilayer, but only part of the individual layers (including the surface material) are not composed of conductive material, then there is a possibility to perform sub-surface ultra-high-frequency reflective diagnostics only up to the first layer, made of conductive material.

For multilayer composite materials and the use of the reflection diagnostic method, the effect of the summation of the direct ultra-high frequency signal and its reflection from surfaces with different electromagnetic characteristics should be taken into account. If the reflected and direct signals are dephased by about 90 degrees (due to the distance between the sheets in proportion to about 0.5 of the wavelength of the signal), they will compensate for each other. This effect can be avoided both by selecting the appropriate frequency of radiation for the particular type of composite material and by displacing the transmitter and receiver and providing a definite angle between the transmitted and the received signal.

4. Non-destructive testing of composite materials by holographic subsurface radar

Non-destructive testing - Definition

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a testing and analysis technique used by industry to evaluate the properties of a material, component, structure or system for characteristic differences or welding defects and discontinuities without causing damage to the original part. [8]

NDT also known as non-destructive examination (NDE), non-destructive inspection (NDI) and non-destructive evaluation (NDE).

Holographic subsurface radars (HSR) are not often used, probably due to the fact that high attenuation of electromagnetic waves will not allow sufficient depth of penetration. It is true that the fundamental physics of HSR prevents the possibility of changing the receiver gain over time (i.e. depth) to adapt to a lost environment (as possible with impulsive subsurface radar (ISR)).

However, the use of HSR to investigate shallow subsurface objects, defects or inhomogeneity is an increasingly proven field of application.

In this case, HSR can record higher resolution images than is possible for ISR images.

Holographic subsurface radar is characterized by the requirement for routine surface scanning to record holograms. In this sense, HSR is an analogue of the optical hologram technology proposed and implemented by D. Gabor in 1948 [9]. The method proposed by Gabor can simply be illustrated with an example of recording a hologram in a point object. Axially symmetric hologram of an object point can be recorded on a flat plate such as an interference pattern between a coherent plane wave with constant phase perpendicular to the plate, and the waves that are scattered from a point object. A schematic representation of the Gabor optical hologram method for a point object is shown in fig. 1.[10].

Fig. 1: Optical hologram recording (a) and reconstruction (b) [10]

The plate that records the interference pattern of waves is called a hologram. Unlike optical imaging, a microwave hologram could record not only the intensity of the waves scattered by the object, but also information about the phase of these waves. When the optical hologram is illuminated by coherent light of the same wavelength used for recording, a virtual three-dimensional image of the object is projected across the screen. In the case of a point object, the hologram is a Fresnel lens and the projected or reconstructed object is simply the point itself [9].
5. Status of research on the problem

New ultra-high-frequency non-destructive testing technologies can be based on the technology used to create so-called holographic subsurface radars, developed at Bauman Moscow State Technical University and found widely applied in the diagnosis of building structures. Preliminary experiments conducted jointly with State Space Corporation ROSCOSMOS and Vikram Sarabhai Space Center, Indian Space Research Organization, Kerala, India on presented specimens of various composite materials containing porous and elastic components, including specimens of thermal insulation coatings for space new generation rocket launchers have shown the promise of this direction.

The analysis of the reports presented at the International Conference on Non-Destructive Control in the Aerospace Industry [9,10] shows that the methods of ultra-high frequency diagnostics were presented only in the report of the Bauman Moscow State Technical University [10]. It is known that NASA, USA, a few years studies have been conducted on ultra-high frequency diagnosis of insulating coatings of rocket containers, but probably due to the use of other methods of information processing are not achieved good results and these studies have not received development in the US [10,11].

The holographic subsurface radars [7] developed at the Bauman Moscow State Technical University have a working frequency range of 1.6 to 6.8 GHz and are commercially available and are used for the diagnosis of building structures both in Russia and in other countries. The authors of the project have received a government award in science and technology for their development. At the same time, it is necessary to continue the studies related to the reflection of electromagnetic waves from the internal structure of the given materials, as well as to carry out a number of studies in order to develop new technologies for ultra-high frequency diagnostics, including in other frequency ranges. Due to the use in the aerospace industry of a number of low-attenuation dielectric coatings, such as fiberglass, polyurethane, quartz, ceramics, non-metallic nanoclusters, etc., one direction in this direction is related to the use of a 24 GHz frequency band leading to quality improvement the image and the possibility of recording minor defects in the components manufactured. To evaluate this possibility, it is necessary to evaluate the specific vibration damping at a frequency of 24 GHz for some composite materials using them.

6. Conclusion

A summary of the theory, technology and applications of holographic subsurface radar is presented in this paper. The main advantages and limitations of commonly used pulse radars are also considered. In many practically important cases the depth of penetration is insufficient and the quality of recorded images does not allow reliable identification of detected objects. However, the proper choice of the type of sounding signal and its frequency range can lead to useful results that cannot be achieved by other non-destructive diagnostic methods. A typical area of application for holographic subsurface radar is the study of opaque shallow-depth objects where high resolution is desired. In these cases, it is possible to define the shape and dimensions of the targets and elementary objects with sufficient accuracy and to formulate reasonable assumptions about their nature for developing image-based classification pictures.
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Such software is used in enterprises, responsible for acquiring, maintaining, planning and generating profit, related to transportation company activities. This is software, managing the utilization of different transportation means is delegated to a fleet management system (FMS). This is software, used in enterprises, responsible for acquiring, maintaining, planning and generating profit, related to transportation company activities. Such software is part of company’s tools, used to maximize profit and reduce cost. FMS tool tracks all available transportation means and classifies them depending on type and usage. It assigns to the elements of the fleet various parameters depending from business needs. Planning maintenance with cost and time, predicting supplies and spare parts are part of the requirements to the system.

**Abstract:** The paper looks at the relation between the number of transport domains (cars, trucks, buses, ship, etc.) and the size of data, generated in fleet management software. Nowadays, such software is stored and run on a cloud and users do not need to care about the size limitation, just for the price. If using a solution on premises, the cost includes creating and supporting infrastructure and licences. Software developers should care for the scalability of the application time and also managing bottlenecks, that are likely to appear in data flow due to the size of the management program.

**Keywords:** CLOUD, ON PREMISES, FLEET MANAGEMENT, AUTOMOTIVE, SAE J1939

1. **Introduction**

In present life, goods are manufactured all over the globe and are transported to customers in their respective countries. Internet trade increases the demand for fast and reliable end-to-end transportation of goods. Within a company, the task of efficiently managing the utilization of different transportation means is delegated to a fleet management system (FMS). This is software, used in enterprises, responsible for acquiring, maintaining, planning and generating profit, related to transportation company activities. Such software is part of company’s tools, used to maximize profit and reduce cost. FMS tool tracks all available transportation means and classifies them depending on type and usage. It assigns to the elements of the fleet various parameters depending from business needs. Planning maintenance with cost and time, predicting supplies and spare parts are part of the requirements to the system.

2. **Structure of Software for Fleet Management**

Fleet management software might consist of several logical parts - Figure 1. These are telematic system, service provider, and central authority system (order & fleet management).

![Figure 1. Block model of Software for fleet management.](image)

The telematic system is the part, responsible for collecting data. It is placed on the vehicle and is unique for each item in the fleet. Its main requirements are to inform driver for changes in the environment and to transmit data to the information storage.

3. **Strategy for software hosting**

Every enterprise has its own strategy and dedicated teams to manage software infrastructure, with common goals - reduce cost and increase efficiency. When integrating a new package in the corporate software environment a decision must be whether this software will run on premises, or be hosted on a cloud. In the past, each organization has its own hardware infrastructure and dedicated teams to manage their software products and such solutions are called on premises. Nowadays there are data centers, where an organization can outsource the software management - clouds. There are some features for both approaches that must be considered, when a strategy for a new software is drawn. The key difference between the two approaches is who is responsible for what and who is responsible for the risks. Cloud-based solutions require the organizations to pay a subscription fee to the provider, in order to use the software. The software is usually accessed online through a server owned by the software provider.

Under cloud solutions, the software vendor is responsible for the server infrastructure data integrity, updates, backups, and security measures. Still company must have wideband and reliable internet connection trough data canter of the software provider. Organization relies on service level agreements (SLA) and ability of software provider to manage a possible crisis, related to system malfunctioning. Updates of software are regularly received, liked or not. It is not possible to have dedicated features and customizations, common to all users of a package.

On-premise software requires the organization to pay the cost of the software, upfront. In exchange, they receive a product with full licensing, capable of being used on the company’s server. Organizations are thus required to manage and maintain their physical computer servers internally, primarily when backups and upgrades are being performed. As data is stored in house all concerns about management and security are internal for the organization. It is possible software owner to provide custom feature or allow organization to build them self as organization has a higher degree of control when implementing the system [2].
During operation time of the package, there is certain cost for transferring data from telematic system to order management past of the system. The amount of this data depends of how much information system is logging form one unit, how often this information is collected and how many unites are managed by the fleet management system.

4. Data Generated by Transportation Means

Data from the vehicle reaches the data storage system, after passing through several levels. First is the physical - transformed into electrical signal. Physical data values are temperature, speed, humidity, fluid level, pressure, etc. At the second stage - the electrical signal is digitally coded, so that can be processed further. Then data must be transmitted from the mobile unit to the stationary ground network. From there it is the network, that transfers data to the storage and also for processing by the fleet management system.

There is various of environmental parameters that must be monitored to assure smooth and effective work of a vehicle. Some are related to engine itself, that allows them to operate and to monitor if it is in working conditions. Others are monitoring for hazardous situation and provide feedback to manage such situations. Such data is handled and managed by the systems of the vehicle. In respect to fleet management, this information is not so valuable unless it leads to conditions, where the vehicle is not operating normally. Other types of environmental parameters that do not have direct impact of transportation means but are valuable for the fleet management system are the position of the vehicles, its speed, and its destination. On top of them, the fleet management system must be interested by the driver who is operating the unit, the cargo’s conditions if applicable for the unit, energy stored in the vehicle (level of gas tank or battery charge) and currently consumed energy. In modern system all this data is collected and proceeded by Electronic Control Unit ECU. To reduce cost and make some components interchangeable, as well to ease the maintenance of the transportation means, manufacturers follow data exchange standards. Data between sensors and ECU could be analog signal or digital. The most popular standard is Controller Area Network (CAN bus) [3]. This is a robust vehicle bus standard designed to allow microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other's applications without a host computer. It is a message-based protocol, designed originally for multiplex electrical wiring within automobiles to save on copper, but can also be used in many other contexts. For each device, the data in a frame is transmitted sequentially but in such a way that if more than one device transmits at the same time the highest priority device can continue while the others back off. Frames are received by all devices, including by the transmitting device. As the CAN standard does not include tasks of application layer protocols, such as flow control, device addressing, and transportation of data blocks larger than one message, and above all, application data, many implementations of higher layer protocols were created. Several are standardized for a business area, although all can be extended by each manufacturer. Among these implementations are SAE J1939 in-vehicle network for buses and trucks and SAE J2284 respectively for passenger cars [4].

SAE J1939 is a high-level communications protocol, which operates on a CAN bus. SAE J1939 specifies exactly how information (e.g. engine RPM) is exchanged between electronic control units (ECUs) on a vehicle. Information is exchanged in data frames consists of header or datalink, actual data or message and several control bits. Datalink is encoded into the 29-bit CAN identifier and contains bites for: Priority, Extended Data Page, Data Page, Protocol Format, Protocol Specific, and Source Address - Figure 2.

A message is in one or more CAN data frame and contains information exchanged between devices on the datalink. J1939 has three different allowed message sizes, they are: 3 bytes, 8 bytes, and variable length. Most messages in J1939 are 8 bytes in length. This allows for a more efficient use of the network bandwidth by maximizing the amount of data on the network by reducing the number of messages. Variable length messages are messages with a length from 9 to 1,785 bytes. These messages are too large to fit in a single CAN data frame and must be fragmented by the transmitter and reassembled by the receiver. This process is defined by J1939's transport protocol which is specified by J1939-21. The size of one data frame all together is estimated at 16 bytes.

5. Data Exchanged Between Mobile Unit and Stationary Systems

Following registration of environmental parameters and conversion into electrical signals is to send the information form vehicle to stationary network and fleet management system. Nowadays under stationary network is understandable Internet, assuming FMS is connected to internet. Data exchange could be done online or offline. Offline is when data is stored in memory of the unit and then uploaded to internet on occasionally on time basis. Examples when vehicle is stationary at depot connected to local network via Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc. or information is transferred from device memory card. Online transmission is continuous process of transferring information for status of the unit. Most widely used mediums is cellular or satellite network. In addition, other means of exchange data dedicated to transportation exists such as TETRA (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) a European standard for modern digital trunked radio. For civil systems in Europe the frequency bands 385-390 MHz, 395- 399.9 MHz, 410-430 MHz, 450-470 MHz, 870-876 MHz, and 915-921 MHz, have been allocated for TETRA by EIRC Decision (96)843. Data transfer with TETRA is at 7.2 kbps. Dedicated Short Range Communication Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) is a short to medium range wireless communication technique specifically designed for automotive use, i.e. vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. Due to the short range of the signals, DSRC is useful to provide location-based services. Today, the main application of DSRC is Electronic Toll Collection (ETC). DSRC systems use infrared or the radio spectrum, particularly microwaves in the frequency bands 5.795-5.805 GHz and 5.805-5.815 GHz [5].

6. Use Case, Results and Discussion

To do some calculation, we assume that an organization manages a fleet of 50 unites (the number is chosen to be relatively small compare to fleet of rental vehicles and could be used as base for future calculation in relation to number of unites) and is concerned to have information for each unit at real time and reasonable price. To reduce the data exchange between telematic system and central authority system of FMS, some data will be transmitted less frequently from the other and some conditions will be present to send data or not. For FMS resolution of 1 sec is considered as acceptable for time critical events. Resolution of 10 secs will be used for dynamic events and 60 sec for non-critical parameters.
According to data in Table 1, there are 3x60+5x10+3 = 266 messages per minute or 3.88 per second. As it is stated earlier, one message contains more than one value of interest.

- Engine Seed
- Engine Torque Mod
- Driver’s Demand Engine-%Torque
- Engine Oil Pressure
- Engine Oil Level
- Engine Coolant Level
- Vehicle Position
- Time/Date
- Compass Bearing
- Navigation-Based Vehicle Speed
- Pitch
- Altitude

Table 1: Values that will be transferred for unit to FMS. Note that some J1939 messages (PGN) contains more than one value of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical values</th>
<th>Dynamic values</th>
<th>Non-critical parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Engine Seed</td>
<td>• Fuel Level</td>
<td>• Miles Driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engine Torque Mod</td>
<td>See PGN65276</td>
<td>• Axle weight (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Driver’s Demand Engine-%Torque</td>
<td>See PGN61444</td>
<td>• Engine Coolant Temp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engine Oil Pressure</td>
<td>Engine Fuel Temp</td>
<td>Engine Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engine Oil Level</td>
<td>Engine Oil Temp</td>
<td>• Service distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engine Coolant Level</td>
<td>See PGN65263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vehicle Position</td>
<td>See PGN65267</td>
<td>• Temperature in cabin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Time/Date</td>
<td>See PGN65254</td>
<td>• Temperature in cargo bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Compass Bearing</td>
<td>Navigation-Based Vehicle Speed</td>
<td>• Humidity in cabin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pitch</td>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>• Humidity in cargo bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Altitude</td>
<td>See PGN65267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated cost of data storage and manipulation on the cloud is shown in Figure 3.

Next, let’s make some computation on the resources in the cloud. Basic FMS must monitor for errors and potentially hazardous situations as much as close to real time. Assuming every 10 secs and those checks will take no longer than 100ms. This is part of automation of the system that monitors each unit in real time and reports/take actions according programming logic.

On the other hand, we have users interacting with the program giving new orders new destinations, generating reports working with collected data. Those are relatively big request compare to the one that are monitoring units. Users will do large request lasting 10 secs every 10 minutes, as there will be 10 users connected during working hours. These are average assumptions. On a monthly basis 269760 request with average length of 961ms and 2GB of memory:

- RoundUp (900) = 900 Duration rounded to nearest 100 ms
- 269,760 requests x 900 ms x 0.001 ms to sec conversion factor = 242,784.00 total compute (seconds)
- 2 GB x 242,784.00 seconds = 485,568.00 total compute (GB-s)
- 485,568.00 GB-s x 0.0000050147 USD = 2.42 USD (monthly compute charges)
- 485,568.00 GB-s x 0.00000166667 USD = 1.51 USD (monthly compute charges)
- 2.89 USD + 2.42 USD + 1.51 USD = 6.82 USD

Pricing calculations

- 10 concurrency x 28,800 seconds x 2 GB x 0.0000050147 USD = 2.89 USD (Provisioned Concurrency charges)
- RoundUp (10000) = 10000 Duration rounded to nearest 100ms
- 10,000 requests x 10,000 ms x 0.001 ms to sec conversion factor = 100,000.00 total compute (seconds)
- 2 GB x 100,000.00 seconds = 200,000.00 total compute (GB-s)
- 200,000.00 GB-s x 0.0000117011 USD = 2.34 USD (monthly compute charges)
- 10,000 requests x 0.000002 USD = 0.00 USD (monthly request charges)
- 2.89 USD + 2.34 USD + 0.00 USD = 5.23 USD

Estimated price for data storage and data processing in AWS.
7. Conclusions

It must be found a balance between requirement to have data in real time and the quantity of data transferred between telematic system and stationary part of FMS. Data generated by vehicle is continuous (anologue). For the size of the data transferred between mobile units and stationary system is important to select the frequency of reported data based on priority and based on events that are detected on the unit itself. Calculation for the size of data done for one vehicle are proportionally to number of unites present in the system from one type. In case of variety of unit types, they must be classified and calculation to be done depending of vehicle class. As the size of the data increases with number of units this could be a key factor to go on cloud or stay on premises.

Larger enterprises can invest significant capital in on-premise FMS solutions, but smaller – can’t. For medium and small businesses have limitations on their budget, so cloud FMS software alternatives are the only answer. They simply save time and money.

Whichever the case, every successful business requires a healthy and dynamic data ecosystem. Having a reliable and scalable infrastructure in place which can support end-to-end visibility of data flows, fast and secure file transfers, data transformation, and storage is integral to success.
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Abstract: The article describes the causes of serious road accidents, as well as the analysis of the influence of the environment on the safety in circulation. In addition, the road network schemes are subject to analysis, ie to what extent they influence the safety of the road. The geometric elements of the road, the layout, the curves in profile. The route of a road has to provide good guidance through its geometry in space and through the elements in the environment and the longitudinal profile, transversal profile, intersections, visibility analysis during the driving process of a vehicle. Influence of road function on traffic safety. For developed countries, the road network is defined on the basis of the road classification in terms of the function it performs, with a focus on the ability to collect or transit traffic. Influence of road equipment on traffic safety. Influence of running surface characteristics on traffic safety. The ruggedness, flatness and waterproofness of the road surface are absolutely indispensable, ensuring the comfort and safety of the traffic. The influence of the human factor on the safety in circulation. Traffic participant is the first link in the road safety chain. Whatever the technical measures adopted, the effectiveness of road safety policy ultimately depends on the behavior of the traffic participants. Violation of pedestrian traffic rules. The circulation of the means of transport is accompanied by energy waste, in the form of noise and vibration, which also has an influence. The forecasts for the development of the transport network show that the sudden increase in the number of transport units increases the risk of an increase in the number of accidents. The vehicle, its influence on the safety in circulation. According to the data on the distribution of accidents by types of vehicles, we can see that the group with the highest number of accidents is that of cars. Conclusions and recommendations are outlined. KEYWORDS: ACCIDENT RUTIER, PIETON, REȚIEUA STRADALĂ, INTENSITATEA TRAFICULUI, DRUMURI

1. Introduction
Road transport is an integral part of our lives. Whether we are driving a car, a motorcycle or a bicycle, are in a public transport or just pedestrians, we are all participants in traffic. Every day, we spend considerable time moving from one place to another. Crowding, traffic jams, blocked intersections, aggression, young rebels behind the wheel, careless pedestrians, noise pollution, illegally parked cars, all define contemporary traffic where no one seems to follow the rules. Unfortunately, all these problems translate in the very large number of road accidents. Of all transportation accidents, road accidents cause the most casualties each year.

2. The causes that generate road accidents
The influence of the road environment on traffic safety. The Road Environment - Man - Vehicle system is the conceptual framework in which road traffic, with all its components, must be understood and analyzed.

The totality of streets and spaces reserved for the pedestrian and vehicular traffic of a city constitutes the traffic network or the street network; the elements consist of bars (streets) and nodes (intersections, squares, centroid, etc.), to which are added the extended parking arrangements (parking lots, garages).

A very important index in establishing traffic networks is the percentage of land use of the total area of the traffic network in the entire area of the city. Statistically, such occupancy rates vary between 10% and over 40% of the city. Experience has shown that the ground occupancy of traffic networks of values close to 20% is reflected with satisfactory results in traffic, but this indicator also depends on the size of the city and some local conditions.

The different plan configurations of the traffic networks, in particular of the main road network, distinguish several types with common characteristics. Differentiations between types occur depending on the multitude of conditions that have influenced the structure of existing cities since the origins of their formation. Thus, sets of different types of street networks can be found in the same city, developed in different eras.

Regardless of the causes that generated them, there are two main categories of network types: geometric more or less rigid, and free.

From the point of view of traffic, each of these networks has positive and negative characteristics, so the inclusion in one of these types must result from comparative analyzes.

In general, for the development of modern traffic, the aim is to achieve clear networks of interzonal and external connections, as direct as possible and without embarrassing interference. Of course, the elements of the traffic network cannot and should not be identified with the traffic vectors of the zonal distribution, but they must satisfy them in the best conditions, in this sense, the configuration of the network, as a type, is not necessarily an essential condition., but it must still be taken into account which of the types would be most appropriate for local conditions and coordination with the provisions of the systematization of land use and traffic distribution, in the current and future traffic conditions.

The geometric elements characteristic of roads represent the totality of the component elements of a road in situation plan, longitudinal profile and transversal profile.

Studies conducted over time on road accidents by Kang.J. [1] highlighted a number of connections between the risk of their occurrence and the geometric elements of roads, drawing the following conclusions: the proportion of accidents is 1.5 to 4 times higher in curves than in alignment.

A number of authors have identified some of the risk factors in their studies. For example, they studied the perception of the credibility of the speed limit imposed in relation to certain characteristics of the road according to which the objective risk varies:
- curve: yes / no;
- road width: average / wider than average;
- viewing distance: less than average / average / higher than average;
- opening the scene (presence of objects that block the view);
- left / right vision;
- the presence of the bicycle lane;
- presence of traffic lights;
- trees left / right;
- vegetation on the left / right;
- traffic in the same direction / in the opposite direction [2].

The arrangement of many intersections is the apparent result of evolution over time.

By arranging the intersections, the aim is to allow the crossing of flows and changes of direction and direction, which are necessary to travel a route, minimizing the dangers of accidents and ensuring the best possible flow of traffic, with average speeds and flows, as close as possible to the design speeds and traffic capacities of the component streets of the route.

During the process of driving a vehicle, approximately 95% of the information that reaches the driver is perceived visually. The visual detection process is the only one in tracking the road, as well as the detection of obstacles and the interpretation of road
trans accidents: have been made to research and understand these factors. Starting from the premise that people are prone to road accidents. Whatever technical measures are taken, the effectiveness of in influenced by the presence of water in its material structure. The correct location of traffic signs makes a considerable contribution to improving the safety and efficiency of the transmission network. They must be designed to convey clear and unambiguous messages to road users so that they can be understood quickly and easily. In developed economies, road signs comply with the regulations and standards in force to ensure their consistency across the country.

The quality of the road surface essentially influences the traffic conditions. The safe operation of the road is influenced by the way the road tire contact is made. The lack of permanent contact of the tires with the road reduces the possibilities of maneuvering and braking and can generate undesirable road events.

The roughness, flatness and impermeability of the road surface are absolutely indispensable, ensuring the comfort and safety of traffic.

Pits, veils, sills, sanded surfaces, damaged edges and poor sidewalks are just some of the factors involved in losing control of the vehicle and skidding.

There are no statistics on accidents caused by potholes, but it is believed to be the major cause of accidents that occur at high speeds, especially for two-wheeled vehicles. The pits are risky, on the one hand on impact, on the other hand when trying to avoid them.

Roughness. Roughness is the property of the road surface to show roughness. This ensures the stability of the vehicles in motion, by achieving the best possible grip between the tire and the track.

Flatness. Flatness is a characteristic of the track and represents the its uniformity. Its quality can be affected by different types of cracks, deformations or disintegration problems.

Defects related to the flatness of the road surface directly influence the comfort level of the occupants of a vehicle, the cost of operating the road and can also have adverse effects on road safety.

Impermeability. Waterproofing is a qualitative parameter of the road structure in operation. If the wear layer of the roadway does not ensure the impermeability of the road, water from rain or melting snow enters by infiltration into the layers of the road structure. In this situation, there are a number of deficiencies in each road layer, which is influenced by the presence of water in its material structure.

The traffic participant is the first link in the road safety chain. Whatever technical measures are taken, the effectiveness of road safety policy ultimately depends on the behavior of the traffic participant.

Worldwide, the human factor is responsible for 80-90% of road accidents. Starting from the premise that people are prone to commit various types of errors and that the human factor has a very important role in accidents, since the '80s, more and more efforts have been made to research and understand these factors.

Below is a list of the most common causes of fatal road accidents:

1. Inattention and daydreaming at the wheel - 62%
2. Use of mobile phone - 12%
3. Interest in an event, object, person from outside - 7%
4. Conversations with other occupants in traffic - 5%
5. Using or searching for an object in the car - 2%
6. Eating and drinking - 2%
7. Setting the volume and air conditioning - 2%
8. Use of other systems adjacent to the machine: adjustment of side mirrors or seats - 1%
9. The movement of a pet or an insect in the habitat - 1%
10. Smoking - 1%

All these are the basis for the formation of the most common causes of road accidents: excessive speed, failure to give priority, violation of pedestrian traffic rules, driving drunk vehicles.

In the hierarchy of causes of accidents with serious consequences, the second place in terms of frequency is given to aggression. It has been observed that these accidents are mainly grouped in the area of intersections, as a result of:

- the inattentiveness of the drivers when crossing the space for reading the regulatory indicators;
- failure to take into account the influence of meteorological factors on visibility and the optimal stopping distance;
- incorrect assessment of the speed and distance of vehicles on the priority road;
- incorrect assessment of the distance from the vehicle, which comes from the opposite direction caused by the rear uninsurance.

Research has shown that noise influences aggression, because it amplifies the intensity of the state that has already been caused:

- to some extent this can be seen as a result of the direct influence of noise on frustration. The connection between the noise level and the degree of aggression seems to be given by the level of control that the subject has over the noise. If the individual has no control over the duration or volume of an irritating noise, the level of aggression increases;
- noise also tends to cause stress and makes concentration much more difficult. The horn is so overused in traffic that it becomes almost more important than the brake or steering wheel of a car.

The car crowds pedestrians on sidewalks that are permanently reduced in area, reducing the possibility of socialization and perception of the urban environment. Thus, in modern cities, the car that was conceived as a fast means of movement violates the freedom and possibility of safe movement of pedestrians, especially in city centers.

According to the data on the distribution of accidents by vehicle type, we can see that the group with the highest number of accidents is that of cars. In conclusion, road safety measures to reduce accidents will apply mainly to, but not limited to, this category.

3. Studies conducted on Stefan cel Mare Street in the city of Chisinau Republic

The traffic intensity was analyzed on Stefan cel Mare Street in Chisinau, Republic of Moldova, depending on the time of day. We build a graph of the difference in traffic intensity during the day. The traffic is minimal at night but increases during the day. This graph confirms the importance of road safety measures in urban areas.
Analyzing road accidents according to the time of day, we build another graph. [5]

The difference of road accidents during the day.

We make an analysis of these two graphs, we see that the intensity of traffic increases between 08:00-09:00 and 16:00-18:00, and the frequency of road accidents also increases between 08:00-09:00 and 16:00-18:00 which proves that it is a dependence of the frequency of road accidents on the intensity of traffic. The influence of noise pollution on Ștefan cel Mare și Ștânița Boulevard on the frequency of road accidents was established.

The measurements were performed with the sound level meter DT8852 on Ștefan cel Mare și Ștânița Boulevard on 13.04.2016, starting with 12:43 on Libertății Square and until 14:25 on Dimitrie Cantemir Square. The sound level meter DT8852 has been set to determine the level of continuous sound pressure weighted A on the edge of the roadway at a height of 1.2 m. From the curb upwards, setting the maximum sound level (L_max) on the streets:

1. Ciuflea (L_max) = 89.5 dB.
2. Ismaii (L_max) = 91.0 dB.
3. Tighina (L_max) = 87.2 dB.
4. Armenească (L_max) = 88.9 dB
5. V.Alecsandri (L_max) = 87.4 dB
6. A. Pushkin (L_max) = 87.0 dB
7. Bănulescu Bodoni (L_max) = 94.0 dB, it is raining
8. D. Cantemir Square (L_max) = 91.2 dB, it is raining

In the measurement process, the maximum sound level was (L_max) = 99.0 dB, when the alarm was on. The values of the noise indicators (L_max), presented above can be represented graphically for each point where the measurements were made.

Fig.3. The sound level at the intersections on Ștefan cel Mare și Ștânița Boulevard.

Why is there a difference in sound level at different intersections? A study was made of the traffic intensity on all the intersections on Ștefan cel Mare și Ștânița Boulevard. Difference in traffic intensity at intersections. We compare these values and see that the noise intensity is higher at intersections where the traffic intensity is higher. So the size of the noise depends on the traffic. It was noticed that the biggest noise is the old trolleybuses and old buses.

From the graph shown in Figs. 3 results that on Ștefan cel Mare și Ștânița Boulevard, the admissible limits of the sound level during the day are: exceeded by 26dB, reason for which measures must be taken to reduce noise pollution.

4. Conclusions

Considering the increase, in recent years, of the degree of self-motorization, changes in the structure of public transport, increase of intercity commuting, it becomes clear that the existing road network (with insufficient technical parameters and traffic capacities) can no longer meet modern requirements. The situation is also complicated by the lack of alternative possibilities regarding the orientation of road connections, which causes the appearance in the central area of intra-urban transit flows in a volume of 50%. At the same time, the city center acts as a node in the structure of public transport, being the most important point of arrival and departure of passengers. It can be concluded that the main streets of the central area, destined for the connection with other urban territories, do not honor their tasks and need reconstruction with the conformity of the technical parameters to the normative ones.

In order to reduce noise pollution and to streamline road traffic on the traffic artery where the measurements were made, provision should be made for:
- introduction of new means of public transport;
- parallel use of green barriers and those built of special materials, noise screens;
- a less noisy road.

Through the consequences for the individual and the society, the analysis of the causes generating road accidents and especially the identification of the directions of action for the prevention of road accidents requires fundamental and experimental researches, to the development of which this work contributes. The situation of road accidents in Moldova, presented in this paper, emphasizes that research is needed to identify measures to improve road safety.
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**Abstract:** Railroad crossings are a point of conflict between rail and road transport. Failure to abide by the rules and their malfunctioning leads to human casualties. The solution is to improve transport infrastructure. In the course of renewal of the railways in the form of rehabilitation, reconstruction, emergency repairs, new construction and more, it is inevitably necessary to intersect road infrastructure. This is done by crossing at one or two levels. During the construction of the main railway lines in Bulgaria, the safety requirements, the load of the road infrastructure, the current speeds, the financial possibilities and other factors led to the construction of many railroad crossings 757 [1]. They are on the secondary and major railway lines, especially outside the large settlements.

Of course, with the construction of new routes, intersections at two levels are envisaged and constructed [2, 3], but at the same time the railroad crossings on the rest of the railway network requiring higher safety criteria have to be maintained. This necessitates the replacement of many elements of the railway and the pavement [4], which in turn leads to a change in the conditions for the reconstruction of the railroad crossings. The report examines a specific case of construction practice - reconstruction of railroad crossings along the second railway line in the area of Iskar Gorge [5], but the conclusions it requires are valid for most existing railroad crossings.

**Keywords:** DESIGN OF RAILWAY LINES, RAILROAD CROSSING, INTEROPERABILITY OF EU RAILWAYS

---

**1. Introduction**

There are 757 pcs in the network of the National railway infrastructure company [1]. Railway infrastructure reviews shows, of which 677 are protected and fully secured. There have changed the EU average by this indicator - we have 17.5% for Bulgaria, against 47% for Germany, 49% for Hungary and 53% for Slovakia. Of these with automatic electrical or manual barriers are related: Bulgaria - 49%, Germany - 46%, Hungary - 20%, Slovakia - 28%, with alarms: Bulgaria - 34%, Germany - 7%, Hungary - 31%, Slovakia - 19%. In fact, they indicate that NRIC is the EU's leader in security screening and that this should be Bulgaria second after Slovakia, with the most incidents of railroad crossings.

The long-standing lack of investment in railway transport has led to strong depreciation and inactivity of the elements that must be linked to the need for manufacturers of safety workshops to operate on it and the precision of road infrastructure. They deal with the general case with a dramatic improvement in speed and, in the rare case, with traffic (mostly represented by social and strategic forces along the railway lines). In this part of the budgets, it is recommended to find emergency repairs for the purposes of: maintaining the speed of movement, seeking safety and the continuous availability of information on certain documents and interoperability with the European railway network.

The most common railroad crossing violations are related to the passage of road vehicles at lowered barriers or regularly triggered signage indicating a train approaching, as well as breaking or striking barrier beams [5, 6]. Every incident of a railroad crossing, with the exception of material damage and inconvenience - broken barriers, damaged signaling devices, slowing down or blocking the movement of trains or delays in the timetable for trains running, carries a risk to the life and health of the offenders.

---

**2. Problems and solutions**

The reconstruction of external lines outside the scope of European programs is drawn on the basis of a quantitative inventory database by review of expert evaluation, without making a design project [7]. This is leads to many changes in the construction process, which may change the quantities offered.

For reconstruction it is supposed:
- Mix the existing, wooden pavement on the railroad crossing with the new rubber [4];
- Change the construction of rail track with new ballast, CT6 sleepers, type 60E1 rails;
- To reconstruction the rails track along the axis and level to maintain the design speed.

Following the development of design projects, the following difficulties are encountered in the construction process:

- Due to the replacement of the rail track of wooden sleepers or reinforce concrete sleepers ST4 with rails 49E1 with reinforce concrete ST6 sleepers with rails 60E1 is obtained lift leveling with 7-8 cm Figure 1.

- Changing the level of the railway requires a change in the level of road approaches to the crossing.

**3. Problems with the height of the railway track**

The level of the railway at existing railway lines is determined by the level of the solid points in the railway. When reconstructing railway lines, it is not the traditional elevation level that is used but the elevation of the rail head [8]. The accuracy of the calculations is up to 1 mm. The presence of steel bridges without a ballast bed, open culverts, bridges with a minimum height above the high water level, railroad crossings and stations with intersection of several directions and available industrial branches, determine the level of the new level.

---

**Fig. 1** Rail track fastening IAA 68H and SKL14

**Fig. 2** Railroad crossing near to reinforced concrete bridge

Removing the level of the track in the presence of concrete bridges is impossible if the crossing is within walking distance (in this case 20 m). These reinforced concrete bridges require the
presence of 33 cm of ballast over waterproofing and protection and another 7-8 cm of elevation due to alteration of the upper railway track structure. This requires a total of about 24 cm of leveling in comparison to the existing figure 2.

Keeping the level causes problems with the railroad crossing. The approaches of the motor road to the crossing, defined in Ordinances 55 and 58 [9, 10], are changing. The situation is even more difficult if the bridge is steel without a ballast bed.

3. Problems in the situation

When the railroad crossing is in a horizontal curve for the railway, a cant is required in the curve. For small radii the excess is maximum cant. A concrete example is a railroad crossing, which is located in a horizontal curve with a small radius of 298 m and a height of 150 mm - Fig.3.

The Iliyantsi – Kurilo and Kurilo - Ribrovo railway is two-road railways. The cant of both roads is the maximum possible for design speed. This leads to a decrease in the comfort of car traffic, albeit within the capabilities of the rolling stock.

The solution is to reduce the speed of travel. In terms of safety it is good, but reducing the speed of vehicles nervous drivers.

3. Problems in the situation

When the railroad crossing is in a horizontal curve for the railway, a cant is required in the curve. For small radii the excess is maximum cant. A concrete example is a railroad crossing, which is located in a horizontal curve with a small radius of 298 m and a height of 150 mm - Fig.3.

The Iliyantsi – Kurilo and Kurilo - Ribrovo railway is two-road railways. The cant of both roads is the maximum possible for design speed. This leads to a decrease in the comfort of car traffic, albeit within the capabilities of the rolling stock.

The solution is to reduce the speed of travel. In terms of safety it is good, but reducing the speed of vehicles nervous drivers.

Fig. 3 Maximum cants of both roads at small radius

Although not laid down in the assignment, raising the level of the road, new approaches to the crossing would solve the problem - figure 4. If the railway line was one road, the level of the motor road could be changed.

Fig. 4 Changing the straightness of the railroad crossing

The Ordinance on the railroad crossing and the existing Ordinance 55 [10] give the railroad crossing device at a perpendicular and inclined at a certain constant angle the intersection of the railway and the road.

In two line railway, the two pavements may not be parallel. This causes the straightness of the road to be disturbed and the speed of the cars restricted. With existing railroad crossings [11, 12] this is not fatal, although it seriously disrupts safety.

In the two-road railway, the railroad crossing is fully dependent on the levels of the two roads to ensure smooth and trouble-free passage of vehicles through it. In cases where the geometric parameters are not properly selected, there is a violation of the pavement of long wheelbase cars and vehicles and increases the risk of accidents caused by damaged or stuck vehicles.

4. Decisions with a reduction of the cant in railway curve

This decision provides good compromise geometry of the crossing of road vehicles but increases operating costs for track and reduces passenger comfort on it.

At km 17 + 670, lifting of road 1 is practically impossible due to the presence of a steel bridge with wooden sleepers and without ballast bed 15 m before it, and nailing the level at the crossing to the nearest 1 millimeter. Changing the level of the steel bridge is only possible with major reconstruction of the facility or its replacement.

At the railroad crossing at Novi Iskar railway station on road 1 immediately before the crossing there is a platform, the change of which is also not within the scope of construction works. The height of the platform is a constant relative to the level of the rail head. This defines a solid point for the leveling line.

4. Decisions with a reduction of the cant in railway curve

This decision provides good compromise geometry of the crossing of road vehicles but increases operating costs for track and reduces passenger comfort on it.

Fig. 5 Synchronization of the levels of the two-road railway

This variant necessitates a change in the levels of Route 1 within about one kilometer, around the railroad crossing. On the one hand, this is not included in the assignment and the quantitative account of the works contract. On the other hand, it is difficult because of the existence of solid points along the railway, which also alter the necessary activities. These can be railway station platforms - requiring height adjustment, bridges - requiring repair of the walls or ballasts or complete replacement of the facility, tunnels, contact network requiring replacement of the pillars, etc. The changed load on rolling stock and road traffic is also irrelevant [13]. In the construction of the motor road more ten years ago, the axle load was one, and now it has changed (increased).

At km 17 + 670, lifting of road 1 is practically impossible due to the presence of a steel bridge with wooden sleepers and without ballast bed 15 m before it, and nailing the level at the crossing to the nearest 1 millimeter. Changing the level of the steel bridge is only possible with major reconstruction of the facility or its replacement.

At the railroad crossing at Novi Iskar railway station on road 1 immediately before the crossing there is a platform, the change of which is also not within the scope of construction works. The height of the platform is a constant relative to the level of the rail head. This defines a solid point for the leveling line.

4. Decisions with a reduction of the cant in railway curve

This decision provides good compromise geometry of the crossing of road vehicles but increases operating costs for track and reduces passenger comfort on it.

Fig. 6 Compromise reduction of the cant
The decrease of the cant in the crossing zone leads to the appearance of excess and shortage of cant. Normally, in mixed traffic, freight trains experience an excess of cant and passenger trains shortages of cant. The compromise of reducing the required overrun leads to additional checks on the minimum unslaked acceleration for passing trains.

3. References

Restrictive conditions predetermine the railroad crossing of the track in the presence of any compromises. Therefore, it is necessary to look for complex design solutions to balance the situation with regard to road vehicles and, accordingly, to improve it with regard to the railway infrastructure as well, in all cases the safety of the intersection comes first.

The options for solving the problems are:
- Situation analysis;
- Finding working solutions;
- Assessment of the damage and benefits of a decision and economic justification.

The findings and conclusions lead to:
- Making an analysis of possible solutions;
- Economic justification for the options;
- Preventive problem solving;
- Reduction of risks when crossing junctions are needed;
- Preliminary projects and studies to properly assess the need and scope of a repair contract.
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Researching of the factors determinant safety movement of the train in braking regime – impact of braking force on the superstructure of the railway with regard to the interoperability and the experience of the railway section Gorna Oryahovitsa
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Abstract: The horizontal reaction of the rail is very important to the creation of the braking force. The value of rail reaction is equal to the value of the braking force. The subject of the article is the determination of braking force in two different ways. The first is based on braking pressure for one braking jay and friction between braking jay and wheel for vehicles equipped with block brake. The second is based on braked weight and braked weight percentage. The theoretical results obtained by the two methods are compared on the basis of the need for interoperability under Regulation 1299/2014 relating to Infrastructure subsystem of the rail system of the EU. The practical impact of braking force in declivities with a gradient of slope over 15 % has been established on the basis of direct observations and analyzes. The experience in the operation of heavily inclined sections of the Gorna Oryahovitsa railway section has been used.
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1. Introduction

The slope-down movement of the train requires the using of braking force to maintain a safety running speed. Applied to the wheel-rail contact plane, this braking force causes a horizontal reaction in the rail and additionally loads the elements of the railway superstructure. For the design of railway lines, this braking force can be determined using approximate methods. The calculation of the braking force is done in an easy-to-apply manner based on the friction between the cast-iron brake shoes and the wheel. This method is different from the requirements for calculation of the braking force based on braked weight and braked weight percentage given in UIC methodology. The comparison of calculation methods of braking force would be useful in terms of updating and technical harmonization of the principles of designing railway lines. The other side of the examination is the effect that the braking force has on the elements of the upper structure. The other side of the examination is the effect of the braking force on the elements of the superstructure. The impact can be assessed on the base of direct observations, data collection, and analysis of road conditions in heavily inclined sections.

2. Comparison of the methods for determining braking force. Determine the additional load on the superstructure of the track that it causes

2.1. Determination of braking force based on the friction between the cast iron brake shoes and the wheel

The pressure of the brake shoes on the wheels of one brake axle causes friction force [1, 2]. The internal force pair BB1 appears (fig.1). The force transmitted on the rail is B1. B1 is limited by the force of adhesion.

\[ B_1 = K \varphi_k \]  

Where K [kN/axle] – pressure for one brake axle; \( \varphi_k \) – factor of friction brake shoes and wheel.

The B1 force causes the reactive external force B0 and they balance each other. Only force B remains to act, but it is conditioned by the appearance of B0. The force B0 is limited by the adhesion force by K and \( \varphi_k \).

\[ B_0 = 10K\varphi_k \leq 10\varphi Q_1 \]  

Where: B0 [kN] – rail reaction; Q1 [t] – weight for one axle; \( \psi \) - factor of cohesion between wheel and rail.

The factor \( \varphi_k \) depends on the speed, the pressure of one brake shoe and the material of the friction surfaces. The factor \( \varphi_k \) is the connection between speed and brake force.

\[ \varphi_k = 0.6 \frac{1.6k + 100}{8k + 100} \frac{V + 100}{5V + 100} \]  

Where: k [kN] – brake pressure of one brake block; V [km/h] – speed.

The full braking force Bk [kN] for the train as a whole is:

\[ B_k = \sum B_0 = 10\sum K \varphi_k \]  

Where: Bk [kN] – full braking force; B0 [kN] – sum of rail reaction for all braking axles; \( \Sigma K \) [kN] – total pressure force for the whole train; \( \varphi_k \) – factor of friction brake shoes and wheel.

Equation (4) can be used to calculate the full braking force of a train with the same braking equipment for all wagons. Calculating the braking force is more complicated for a train composed of wagons with different braking equipment. Average values of friction factor and pressure of one brake axe are used for easier calculation.

The described method makes it possible to calculate the additional load on the superstructure of the track caused by the reaction of the rail \( \Sigma B_0 \) at the moment of acting of braking force.

2.2. Determination of the braking force by the brake weight and the brake weight percentage

2.2.1. Braking performance according to UIC 544-1

Assessing the braking performance according to [3] are the brake weight B and the braked weight percentage \( \lambda \). Braked weight percentage depends on stopping distance and speed and assessment diagrams are given. The reference train was equipped with block brakes with low-phosphorus cast-iron blocks.

The braking weight of wagon fitted with cast iron brake blocks maximum speed \( \leq 120 \text{km/h} \), and maximum axle load 22.5t can be determined [3] by using equation (5):

\[ B = \frac{k\sum F_{dyn}}{g} \]
Where: \( B[t] \) braking weight; \( k \) – assessment factor for determining the braked weight; \( \Sigma F_{dyn} [\text{kN}] \) – sum of all brake block forces during the run; \( g = 9.81 \text{m/s}^2 \) – gravity acceleration.

The values of one brake block forces during the run for 2-axil and 4-axil wagons is given in [3].

2.2.2. Determination of braking force

Equation (4) can be used to calculate the brake force if total pressure force for the whole train \( \Sigma K \) is known. The brake weight of wagon can be used to calculate the total pressure force of brake axles. The total brake pressure of wagon is:

\[
(6) \quad \sum K_1 = \frac{B}{\chi}[4]
\]

Where: \( \Sigma K_1[t] \) – total pressure force of one wagon; \( B[t] \) – brake weight; \( \chi \) – empirical coefficient.

Substituting braking weight \( B \) from equation (5) for total pressure force is obtained:

\[
(7) \quad \sum K_1 = \frac{k \sum F_{dyn}}{\chi}
\]

Where: \( \Sigma K_1 [\text{kN}] \) – total pressure force of one wagon.

The total braking pressure for the train as a whole is:

\[
(8) \quad \sum K = \sum \sum K_1 = \sum k \sum F_{dyn}
\]

Where: \( \Sigma K [\text{kN}] \) – total pressure force of the train.

The full braking force is:

\[
(9) \quad B_k = \sum B_0 = \varphi \sum k \sum F_{dyn}
\]

In regulation 58 [5] are given the braking percentages according to the slope. Regulation 58 is harmonized [6] with UIC code 544-1.

3. Analysis of train running and permissible (allowable) speed as a function of railway track inclination

The diagram of the resultant relative force in a braking regime (fig. 2) can be used to analyze the train movement and the allowable speed as a function of the track slope. Braking regime is used to maintain a fixed, constant speed of train movement [7].

The resultant relative force in a braking regime is [8]:

\[
(10) \quad r_k = r_m + \alpha b_k
\]

Where: \( r_k [\text{dN/t}] \) - the resultant relative force in braking regime; \( r_m [\text{dN/t}] \) - the resultant relative force in mechanical regime; \( b_k [\text{dN/t}] \) – relative braking force; \( \alpha \) - factor for intensity of braking process (\( \alpha = 1 \) for rapid brake)

\[
(11) \quad b_k = 100 \frac{B_k}{P + Q}
\]

Where: \( B_k [\text{kN}] \) – full braking force; \( P[t] \) – locomotive weight; \( Q[t] \) – wagons weight.

The Diagram of resultant relative force in a braking regime (fig. 2) for a given railway line gives the limited slope value for maximum speed for every train. For slopes greater than the limited slope, it is necessary to reduce speed because of brake not because of the track geometry.

For example, Vakarel - Verinsko section with slope value 25‰, maximum speed 100km/h [9] has limited speed by braking 45km/h. The limit of speed increase traveling time. It is concluded that in order to increase speed, it is necessary to limit the slope values. According to [10] the slope of the moving average profile over 10 km is less than or equal to 25mm/m (25‰).

4. Impact of braking force on the superstructure of the railway with regard to the experience of the railway section Gorna Oriahovitsa

Sections in big acclivity are used to overcome difficult terrain conditions. These sections are often combined with horizontal curves with small radii in a situation. For example: the sections of the 4 railway line Borovo - Morunitza from km 62+417 to km 65+585 with slopes between 21 and 27 ‰ and radii of curves between 250 and 355m and the section Plachkovtsi - Krastets from km 185+400 to km 192+945 s slopes between 17 and 26 ‰ and radii of curves between 275 and 300m. There is more intensive wear of the rails at the horizontal curves with small radii. Lubricants are used to reduce wear and tear, but the cohesion between the wheel and the rail is reduced too and braking is difficult. Very precise dosing of the lubricant is required, and nevertheless, there are registered problems.

Another problem is the danger of igniting from transfer flying sparks. Such cases are registered in the section Morunica - Byala, where the rails lie on timber sleepers. Ignition is caused by sparks from the braking block of freight trains.

The joints are shifted in the direction of the slope and often the connection between the rails displaces beyond the zone of the sleeper. This is very difficult to repair within the current track maintenance. The problems with rotated sleepers and slipping of joints are increasing in sections in big declivities with heavy freight traffic. There are problems not only when the train moves down to the slope but and when a train moves in the opposite direction (acclivity). There is very big wear of the rails in these profile sections (fig. 3).
5. Conclusion

The method of calculating the braking force taught so far at UACEG can be successfully updated by using the braking weight and braking weight percentage given in recommendations of UIC code 544-1. The following can be said about analyze train movement in braking regime:

1. Braking regime is used not only when braking is necessary, but also to maintain a safe speed of moving.
2. By increasing the slope, the permissible speed because of a brake is reduced.
3. The speed limit is the reason for the increase of travel time in the steep track sections.

The adverse effect of the braking force on the superstructure of the railway is increasing by increasing the slope. It is necessary for the railway superstructure to be with more reliability construction in these sections.
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The change in energy flow streams for main marine propulsion steam turbine at different loads
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Abstract: This paper presents analysis of energy flow streams through the main steam turbine (the turbine is used for commercial LNG carrier propulsion) at three different loads. An increase in the propulsion plant (and proportionally increase in the main turbine load) resulted with an increase in energy flow streams and with an increase in the amount of water droplets inside steam at the main turbine outlet. Analyzed turbine has three steam extractions which opening as well as the amount of energy flow stream delivered through each extraction, significantly differs at various loads. The analysis shows that the highest energy flow stream consumers from the main turbine are deaerator and high pressure feed water heating system.
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1. Introduction

In a worldwide fleet, the dominant power producers for ship propulsion are nowadays internal combustion engines [1-3]. Steam and gas turbines are usually rarely used, but however, they have application in engine rooms of a certain ship types [4] and they are (or can be) a baseline for new complex marine propulsion plants [5, 6].

In propulsion of LNG carriers, steam propulsion plants still have a dominant role caused by its operation specificity and characteristics of transported cargo [7, 8], but also, the internal combustion engines impact in this ship type is each day more and more evident [9].

This paper presents analysis of energy flow streams through main marine propulsion steam turbine, which operates at the LNG carrier. Analysis was performed at three different turbine loads. It is analyzed and explained the dynamics in energy flow streams change during the change in turbine load, and the influences of such change on the entire marine propulsion plant operation are discussed. At the end is presented cumulative produced power distribution at each turbine cylinder (for each observed turbine load) and the guidelines for a future research are provided.

2. Description and operating characteristics of main marine propulsion steam turbine

Main marine propulsion steam turbine analyzed in this study is used for the conventional LNG carrier drive. The main specifications of the LNG carrier are presented in [10]. Turbine consists of two cylinders - HPC (High Pressure Cylinder) and LPC (Low Pressure Cylinder), Fig. 1. Both turbine cylinders are connected to a gearbox, through which is obtained propulsion propeller drive.

The marine steam propulsion plant has two identical steam generators (due to safety reasons). Cumulative produced steam mass flow rate is mainly delivered to all turbines which exist inside the power plant (main propulsion turbine, turbogenerators and steam turbine for the main feed water pump drive [11, 12]), while one smaller amount of steam (with reduced temperature) is delivered to other ship systems (auxiliary steam).

Steam delivered to the main propulsion turbine expanded firstly through HPC and after expansion in HPC, steam is delivered directly to LPC (analyzed steam turbine did not posses steam reheating like newer versions of such turbines [13]). After expansion in LPC, steam is delivered to the main marine steam condenser.

Entire main marine propulsion steam turbine has three steam extractions, as presented in Fig. 1. First extraction is from HPC (extracted steam is used for ship auxiliary systems heating), second extraction is located between HPC and LPC (extracted steam is used for steam delivery into the deaerator and high pressure feed water heating system); while third extraction is from LPC (extracted steam is used for heating low pressure condensate heating system components). It should be noted that steam extractions opening/closing as well as steam mass flow rate extracted from each extraction depend on current steam propulsion plant load (steam propulsion plant load is proportional to main propulsion turbine load). Also, in this analysis, steam mass flow rates lost through both gland seals of each main propulsion steam turbine cylinder are neglected [14] in order to present the change of dominant energy flow streams through turbine at different loads.

3. Governing equations required for the analysis

All of the equations in this section are based on the observed main marine propulsion steam turbine and its operating points presented in Fig. 1.

Energy analysis of any plant, system or a component is based on the first law of thermodynamics [15, 16]. The main energy balance equation can be expressed as presented in [17]:

\[
\dot{Q} + P + \sum (m \cdot h)_{\text{in}} = \dot{Q} + P + \sum (m \cdot h)_{\text{out}},
\]

where \(\dot{Q}\) is heat transfer in kW, \(P\) is power in kW, \(m\) is operating medium mass flow rate in kg/s and \(h\) is operating medium specific enthalpy in kJ/kg.

For any fluid stream (for each operating point in Fig. 1), energy flow is calculated as presented in [18]:

\[
E_{\text{en}} = m \cdot h,
\]

where \(E_{\text{en}}\) in kW is energy flow of any fluid (operating medium) stream.

HPC developed power in each turbine load is calculated as:

\[
\dot{P}_{\text{HPC}} = m_1 \cdot (h_1 - h_2) + (m_1 - m_2) \cdot (h_2 - h_3),
\]

Fig. 1. Main marine propulsion steam turbine with operating points required for the analysis
while LPC developed power in each turbine load is calculated as:

\[ P_{\text{LPC}} = m_s (h_5 - h_6) + (m_s - m_g) (h_6 - h_7) \].  

(4)

Cumulative produced power for the main propulsion propeller drive (cumulative power produced by the main turbine) is:

\[ P_{\text{cumulative}} = P_{\text{HPC}} + P_{\text{LPC}} \].  

(5)

The share of each cylinder in cumulative main marine propulsion steam turbine developed power is:

\[ Z_{\text{HPC}}(\%) = \frac{P_{\text{HPC}}}{P_{\text{cumulative}}} \times 100 = \frac{P_{\text{HPC}}}{P_{\text{HPC}} + P_{\text{LPC}}} \times 100, \]  

(6)

for HPC, while this share for LPC is:

\[ Z_{\text{LPC}}(\%) = \frac{P_{\text{LPC}}}{P_{\text{cumulative}}} \times 100 = \frac{P_{\text{LPC}}}{P_{\text{HPC}} + P_{\text{LPC}}} \times 100. \]  

(7)

4. Measured steam operating parameters at different loads

For the accurate and precise analysis of energy flow streams through main marine propulsion steam turbine, at each observed load are required steam mass flow rates, pressures and temperatures in each turbine operating point from Fig. 1. Such steam operating parameters are presented in Table 1 for low turbine load, in Table 2 for middle turbine load and in Table 3 for high turbine load [19]. Presented steam operating parameters are measured during marine steam propulsion plant operation by using calibrated measuring equipment which is mounted inside engine room and is used for power plant regulation and control [20].

Along with steam mass flow rates, pressures and temperatures, in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 are presented specific enthalpies for each steam flow stream, calculated by using NIST REFPROP 9.0 software [21]. Analysis of energy flow streams is not dependable on the conditions of the ambient in which observed steam turbine operates, therefore the ambient temperature and pressure do not have to be defined [22, 23].

Table 1. Steam operating parameters at low turbine load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low load (Operating points - Fig. 1)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Mass flow rate (kg/h)</th>
<th>Specific enthalpy (kJ/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>488.0</td>
<td>6.190</td>
<td>16605</td>
<td>3392.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>243.0</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>16605</td>
<td>2958.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>243.0</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>16605</td>
<td>2958.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>0.00489</td>
<td>16605</td>
<td>2531.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Steam operating parameters at middle turbine load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Middle load (Operating points - Fig. 1)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Mass flow rate (kg/h)</th>
<th>Specific enthalpy (kJ/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>513.5</td>
<td>6.020</td>
<td>65012</td>
<td>3454.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>256.0</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>65012</td>
<td>2974.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>256.0</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>4690</td>
<td>2974.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>256.0</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>60322</td>
<td>2974.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>156.0</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>2032</td>
<td>2788.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>0.00412</td>
<td>58290</td>
<td>2390.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results and discussion

All energy flow streams (energy of steam and each cylinder produced power) for the main marine propulsion steam turbine at low load are presented in Fig. 2. The steam energy flow stream which enters in the main turbine from marine steam generators at low load is equal to 15646.52 kW. That steam energy flow stream at low load is used only for power production in HPC and LPC, because all steam extractions (from HPC, from LPC and between cylinders) are closed and energy flow through each extraction is equal to 0 kW. Therefore, it can be concluded that at low load, steam generators produce steam energy flow stream sufficient only for power production by both main turbine cylinders. At low propulsion plant loads, steam required for all marine elements operation is delivered from steam generators (auxiliary steam), not from main turbine [24]. Steam energy flow stream which is, at low load, delivered to the main marine steam condenser (at the LPC outlet) equals 11677.46 kW and can be calculated as inlet steam energy flow stream (delivered from steam generators) reduced for the produced power of both main turbine cylinders.

Fig. 2. Energy flow streams through main marine propulsion steam turbine - low load

The steam energy flow stream which enters in the main turbine from marine steam generators at middle load is significantly higher in comparison to low load (62391.66 kW in comparison to 15646.52 kW, Fig. 3. Such higher steam energy flow stream is used for much higher power production of both steam turbine cylinders when compared to low load. In addition, at middle load are open two of three steam extractions. HPC steam extraction is still closed at middle load, so steam for ship auxiliary systems is still delivered from steam generators (auxiliary steam). Steam extractions between two main turbine cylinders as well as LPC extraction are open and cumulative steam energy flow stream extracted from the main turbine at low load is...
equal to 5449.31 kW, Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 should be noted that deaerator and high pressure feed water heating system requires more than double steam energy in comparison to low pressure condensate heating system at middle load. Steam energy flow stream delivered to main marine steam condenser at middle load is equal to 38698.09 kW.

Fig. 3. Energy flow streams through main marine propulsion steam turbine - middle load

At high propulsion plant load, steam energy flow streams delivered into the main turbine form steam generators (91765.53 kW) and delivered from main turbine to main condenser (50264.66 kW) are the highest in comparison with lower loads, Fig. 4. Also, at high load both main turbine cylinders produce significantly higher power when compared to lower loads.

High propulsion plant load is characterized with a fact that all of three steam extractions are open, and steam is delivered to almost all steam plant components directly from the main steam turbine. Comparison of steam energy flow streams extracted through each main turbine extraction at high load shows that the highest steam energy flow consumers are deaerator and high pressure feed water heating system elements which uses four (or more than four) times higher steam energy flow stream than other extractions. At the same time, ship auxiliary systems and low pressure condensate heating system use steam energy flow streams equal to 2856.50 kW and 2591.83 kW, respectively.

Fig. 4. Energy flow streams through main marine propulsion steam turbine - high load

From the previous observations can be concluded that power produced by main marine propulsion steam turbine cylinders increases in each cylinder during the increase in steam plant load. It is interesting to observe the share of each main turbine cylinder in cumulative produced power. In Fig. 5 is presented that at low propulsion plant loads, the dominant power producer inside the main turbine is HPC, while an increase in steam plant load resulted with a fact that at middle and high loads the dominant power producer is LPC. The highest difference between the main turbine cylinders share in cumulative produced power can be seen at the middle power plant load where HPC takes a share of 47.54%, while the LPC takes a share of 52.46%.

Proper main steam turbine operation significantly depends on the proper operation of the main steam condenser. Steam in each operating point of main marine steam turbine from Fig. 1 is superheated with an exception of operating point 7 (entrance into the main condenser) where the steam is saturated, regardless of the observed steam plant load. For the proper main condenser operation is interesting to note that an increase in steam propulsion plant load resulted with a decrease in steam content at the main condenser entrance (LPC outlet). This element resulted with a fact that increase in steam propulsion plant load resulted with higher amount of water droplets inside steam at the last LPC stages and at the main condenser inlet, which is valuable information for designing and maintenance of both main steam turbine and main steam condenser.

Fig. 5. Cumulative produced power distribution on both main marine propulsion steam turbine cylinders and steam content at the LPC outlet for all observed loads

Based on the previous researches of the same authors, further improvement and possible optimization of presented main marine propulsion steam turbine will be performed by using advanced artificial intelligence methods and algorithms [25, 26].

6. Conclusions

This paper presents an analysis of energy flow streams through the main propulsion steam turbine at three different loads. The analysis is based on measured steam operating parameters from conventional LNG carrier on which observed turbine operates (the main turbine is used for LNG carrier propulsion). The main conclusions obtained in this analysis are:

- Energy flow streams notably increases during the increase in propulsion plant load.
- At low propulsion plant loads, all steam extractions from the main turbine are closed. Increase in propulsion plant load resulted with the opening of some steam extractions (middle loads), while at high loads all steam extractions from the main turbine are opened.
- Energy flow streams delivered from main turbine to the steam consumers (through extractions) significantly differs. The highest energy flow stream consumers are deaerator and high pressure feed water heating system.
- At low propulsion plant loads the highest share in cumulative main turbine produced power takes High Pressure Cylinder (HPC), while the dominant power producer at other loads is Low Pressure Cylinder (LPC).
- Increase in propulsion plant load resulted with higher amount of water droplets inside steam at the LPC outlet (main condenser inlet).
- This analysis will be used as a baseline for further research of presented main propulsion steam turbine and for the possible
improvement of the whole propulsion plant in which main turbine operates.
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Abstract: The modern automobiles are subject of more stringent requirements [1] corresponding to power, torque, fuel economy and ecology legislations, which is led to designing of new power sources and constructions, such as the hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). They are moving by the energy [2], which is ensured by the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the battery. The main factor in this area is the HEV fuel system, which is controlled by the electronic control unit (ECU) [1]. The electronic control of the Spark Ignition Engines (SI engines), as well as the Direct Ignition Engines (DI engines) is based on the certain sensors signals, program maps and management algorithms. The result in this electronic control is the management of the fuel injectors. The management of the fuel injectors consists in the start of injection, injection duration, number of injection events, injection advance, injection pressure etc. Moreover, the fuel consumption and fuel efficiency are the main factors, which are determining the HEV advances. The learning and measuring the HEV fuel consumption, as well as, the conventional automobiles, is the ground for achievement of quality results in the education of the automotive engineers, as well as for obtaining of scientific researching for developments and innovations. Significant meaning in this concept has the real, live and practical performance with the help of testing equipment and test-benches. This paper renders the methodology of static tuning the fuel Flow Measuring System EFMS100 on the test bench SAV-1 with the support of controller Matrix MIAC M10245 and Flowcode 7 software.
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1. Introduction

The hybrid electric vehicles or simply hybrid vehicles use both electric motors and an SI engine for delivering the propulsion power [3]; these vehicles have lower emissions compared to a similarly sized conventional vehicle, resulting in less environmental pollution. The ICE used in a HEV is, of course, downsized compared to an equivalent vehicle engines. The SI engine in combination with the electric motor and an energy storage unit battery provide an extended range for HEV and bring down pollution. The HEV serves as a compromise for the environmental pollution problem and the limited range capability of today’s purely electric vehicle (EV). The HEV energy efficiency is the main factor for its advantage and evaluating. This efficiency depends directly from the HEV fuel consumption. It is very important to measure the fuel consumption in correct manner and with suitable equipment to obtain the correct results. Meanwhile, the fuel consumption metering equipment must be calibrated and adapted to the current tests.

2. Structure

The fuel consumption metering equipment is specialized set of fuel sensors, metering units and display units. In accordance with the fuel to use there is different kind of sensors and metering techniques. In this case the EFMS100 [4] metering system is used. It consists from two sets of fuel sensors, metering units and display units (fig.1).

![Fig.1 EFMS fuel flow metering system [4]: 1-metering unit; 2-display unit; 3-fuel flow sensor](image)

The fuel metering system must be calibrated according to the amount of the fuel flow in the current application. In the case of metering the HEV fuel consumption it is very useful to apply test benches, which can adjust and calibrate the equipment according to the flow range. Such test bench is the test bench SAV-1 [5] for automated management of the automotive gasoline fuel injectors SAV-1 (fig.2). The test-bench can be programmed and managed by the Flowcode 7 software [6], which ensures adjustment to the real work mode of the fuel injectors in the modern automobiles and HEVs.

![Fig. 2 Common view of the test bench SAV-1 for automated management of the automotive gasoline fuel injectors: a) 1-control panel; 2-controller M10245; 3-fuses; 4-fuel pump relay; 5-main relay; 6-fuel pump; 7-fuel filter; 8-fuel tank; 9-pump line; 10-return line b) 1-base plate; 2-fuel rail bar; 3-fuel rail; 4-fuel injector; 5-ignition key; 6-metering glass; 7-manometer](image)

3. Methodology

The EFMS100 equipment is connected to the test bench SAV-1. The fuel sensors 3 (fig.1) are connected to the pump line 9 and return line 10 (fig.2a). The fuel to use is gasoline, which is in the fuel tank 9. The gasoline is pumped by the fuel pump 6 and is pressurized in the fuel rail 3 (fig.2b). The gasoline pressure is maintained by the fuel pressure regulator in limits of 3-4 bar. The gauge 7 measures the pressure. The controller M10245 2 (fig.2a) manages the fuel injectors 4 (fig.2b). The Flowcode 7 software develops the management program.

The management program determines the opening and closing time of the injectors, i.e. the injection duration and injection advance.

The metering glasses 6 are used to measure the fuel sprayed from the injectors. The metering glasses are an A class according to the DIN 12680. The quantity of sprayed fuel in the metering glasses is compared to the quantity registered by the EFMS100 system. The whole equipment is powered form the 12V battery or by an adaptor from the electric set.

The two fuel sensors are metering the fuel flow in the pump line and the return line. The measured values of the sensors are registered in the metering units and displayed on the display units. The difference between measured values is the real fuel quantity which is essential for the calibration. The static tuning, or calibration is carried on by the values from the pump line fuel sensor. In this case the test bench is set to pump mode, i.e. the regulator does not permit the fuel to the return line. The dynamic
tuning is carried on by the values from the two sensors, i.e. by the differential value of the sensors. The results from this tuning is object of another researching.

The static calibration is performed in the four modes, which have main automotive application. These modes are:

1) Continuous – all injectors are activated and produce continuous spraying;
2) Simultaneous – all injectors are pulse activated and produce pulse spraying;
3) Semi-sequential – the injectors are pulse activated in groups and produce group pulse spraying;
4) Sequential – the injectors are individual pulse activated and produce individual pulse spraying.

The pulse has three parameters:
1) \(ON_{time}\) – the time in which the injector is opened;
2) \(OFF_{time}\) – the time in which the injector is closed;
3) Duty cycle \(D\):

\[
D = \frac{ON_{time}}{ON_{time} + OFF_{time}} \times 100\%
\]

The timing of the \(ON_{time}\) and \(OFF_{time}\) are varying from 5 to 45 ms at the step of 5 ms, and \(D\) is varying from 10 to 90%. There are the following combinations, which are represented on the Table 1. These values are corresponding to the real injection automotive processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(ON_{time}), ms</th>
<th>(OFF_{time}), ms</th>
<th>(D), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quantity of fuel sprayed in the metering glasses is set to be 100 ml. After that, the test bench SAV-1 is paused and is performing the comparison between the sprayed and registered fuel quantity. Then is performed the EFMS100 adjustment if required. The adjustment is made by the EFMS100 menu, which gave the access to the parameter \(PVR\) – pulse/volume ratio. This parameter is calculated the by the formulae:

\[
PVR = \frac{FPC}{Q_f}
\]

where \(FPC\) is the fuel flow pulse count, which is the number of revolutions of the flow sensor turbine to the measured fuel quantity; \(Q_f\) – the measured fuel quantity.

Then the calculated \(PVR\) is set in the EFMS100 menu.

4. Results

After the performed experiments is obtained the following results, which are displayed in graphic diagrams. The fig. 3 displays the fuel metering results during the Continuous mode. In this case the fuel injectors are spraying continuously. The characteristic shows equal dependence between metering glasses and calibrated EFMS100 system. The deviation of the experiment 3 is because of fuel flow fluctuations, which has chance character.

At the next fig. 4 is displayed the fuel flow characteristic during the Simultaneous mode. At this mode, the injectors work at varying the \(ON_{time}\) and \(OFF_{time}\) timing as mentioned above.

The remain combinations are the same with the second combination 10 to 40 ms.

The Semi-sequential mode is displayed on the fig. 5. The timing of the \(ON_{time}\) and \(OFF_{time}\) is the same as previous Simultaneous mode. All the combination shows equal characteristic and are layered one above other.

As can be seen, all the fuel flow characteristic has approximate dependence, which is essential to the static tuning, i.e. static calibration of the calibrated system.

The last and most modern automotive injection sequention is the Sequential mode. Its characteristic is shown on the fig. 6 and the timing is the same.
5. Calibration

During the experiments at the previous point can be seen that the main difference is rendered at the little quantities of injected fuel, i.e. at the $ON_{min}$ timing of 5 to 10 ms. To achieve the comparative characteristic of the calibration or calibration characteristic it is important to compare the $FPC$ values with the fuel quantity values during the four modes. The values for the Continuous and Simultaneous mode is represented in the Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Comparative value for the Continuous and Simultaneous mode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in the table and the remain values are represented on the fig.7. As was mentioned above the range of little fuel quantities is critical for the adjustment and calibration.

![Fig.7 Calibration characteristic at Continuous and Simultaneous mode](image1)

The values for the Semi-sequential and Sequential mode is represented in the Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Comparative value for the Semi-sequential and Sequential mode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semi-sequential</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel, L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in the table and the remain values are represented on the fig.8.

As it is shown on the fig.7 and fig.8, there is critical area in the range of little fuel quantities, i.e. at the little $ON_{min}$ values. This area is more likely to be the reason for incorrect fuel flow measurements. So, the static calibration must be performed in this area.

![Fig.8 Calibration characteristic at Semi-sequential and Sequential mode](image2)

The correct calibration consists the following:
1) Setting the timing to the minimal $ON_{min}$ values (for example 5 ms)
2) Defining the control fuel quantity $Q_c$ (for example 200 ml)
3) Performing the experiment
4) Comparing the values of sprayed fuel quantity $Q_S$ by the metering glasses and the values of the parameter $FPC$. 
5) If there is difference between the readings the parameter PVR must be update, according to below
6) Reading the values of sprayed fuel quantity $Q_S$ by the metering glasses and the values of the parameter $FPC$.
7) Calculating the PVR parameter by the (2)
8) Setting the updated PVR value in the menu of the calibrated system
9) Repeating the experiment and comparing the readings

After the correct calibration, the fuel metering system can be attached to the real HEV and can be made experiments to determine its fuel consumption during different driving modes in different areas. This will give the accurate evaluation of the HEV fuel efficiency.

**Conclusion**

The experimental calibration of the fuel metering system for the HEV fuel consumption is needed and important factor for the correct fuel metering.

Static tuning or calibration must made in the little fuel flow quantity modes to achieve the accurate tuning of calibrated system. Thus, the fuel consumption during idle mode of the HEV will be accurately define, moreover the idle mode is very common during the city traffic conditions.
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Investigation of the influence of fullerene-containing oils on tribotechnical characteristics
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Abstract: The influence of fullerene’s soot concentration, which added to oil M102x on few tribotechnical characteristics «steel» was investigated. It was found, that optimal volume of fullerene soot in the oil was 0,1% of the weight. At this level of concentration can be seen the lowest values of coefficient of friction – 0.045, and intense of linear wearing - 2,7×10-9. Through optical investigation the participation of fullerene soot in surface forming mechanism and saturated with carbon was confirmed, it provided an increase in tribotechnical characteristics of the samples.
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1. Introduction

One of directions of further progress in the engineering level of machines and mechanism lies in remarkable growth in their productivity without losses in products’ quality, which are being launched or serviced. Obviously, it cannot be done without changing of their construction and improvement of materials [1], it’s lead up to an increasing of intensity of the work rate in tribocojunctions [2]. Changing the design is a very effective means of improving the machines and mechanisms’ productivity, but for its implementation it’s necessary to spend a large number of human, intellectual and material resources, which are not always served as the optimal solutions. The growth of intensity of the operating mode of the main machines’ joints and mechanisms lead to reducing in their reliability and longevity. Moreover, this issue connects mainly with friction assemblies, which are more sensitive to the effect of high levels of loads, velocities and temperatures, the growth of which is inevitable when the equipment is intensified [3, 4]. That’s why an actual task is to rise up reliability and longevity of the tribology applications of machines and mechanisms, which are working under condition of the high loads, velocities and temperatures. Such task can be solved with aid to upgrading lubricants’ facilities, which are being used in friction units. It will allow to decreasing in temperature load, friction and wear of working surfaces. It’s well known, that there are at least three requirements to the oils, such as: removing from friction area wear debris, deduction of temperature load and coefficient of friction. There are another requirements to triboengineering, which are provided them with plenty number of additives, that were added to the oils. As follows, nowadays the starting conditions had been created in order to develop lubricants with high value of the lubricating properties; they could solve the problems with absolute restoration of working surface in triboengineering systems. One the way to increase oiliness is using modified additives, and also, fullerenes in any state [7].

2. Literature Review

Application of the fullerenes in the capacity of modifier of plastic lubricants and oils [8]. Although, with using carbonic microspheres as the fillers to oils [9]. In both cases, it would lead to decreasing in coefficient of friction and wear. Obviously, that application of the fullerenes in oils as the rekening modifiers provides changing of friction character at the frictional engagement of steel parts with hope of triboengineering reactions in contact area [10]. It is allow to reduce significantly the friction and wear of details in machines’ joints and mechanism, what assists the reliability and longevity to be risen. Received dependence of lubricating properties of oils, filled with fullerenes C60 from density of mineral base [11]. It was found, that application of fullerenes forward not only to reduce friction and wear-out of parts, which are in the frictional interaction, but to restore defective friction surfaces. It was found, that lower coefficient of friction and wear had provided due to rolling of specific nanoparticles [12]. It’s mean, that decreasing in value of coefficient of friction was provided not even by sliding effect, but with aid of rolling of molecules and theirs groups on the operating points of surfaces. Consequently, it can be assumed, that due to fullerenes’ physical and chemical, they can influence on reducing in friction and tearing of details at the frictional interaction and in the condition of modified oils.

However, today the fullerenes are rather scare, expensive and used, as a rule in special machines. Industrial production of them is cheaper, cause to absence of development in this field at present stage. This is fundamental obstacle to their common use in machinery. That’s why was found the necessity of investigation effective usage in fullerenes’ mixtures and others, rather cheap components, such as thermically split graphite, in the function of modifier [13]. Modified oil was tested on the standard four ball machine, where positive tribological effect was defined. It is known, that other fullerene-containing materials, they are intermediates or borderline products, which were got with aid of synthesis of fullerenes. They are more available then others in the market. To such material as fullerene soot and fullerene crowd can be applied, they can be included in volume from 1 to 10% of fullerenes’ weight part [14]. Investigation of oils’ properties, which were modified in so much that these materials it’s still not enough. By the way, it was shown, that addition to the oils of fullerene crowds in volume of 5%, in which are 15…20 % of fullerenes С60, it’d reduce tribological load in conjunction «steel-cooper» type [15]. As follows, positive effect at the application of fullerene soot, which was contained fullerenes into С60, it was equal, as with applying extradite pure material C60. The fullerenes can be implied in metallurgy at the exploitation of open-texture matrices, also was found that friction mode had changed and characteristics of poromeric triboengineering systems had improved [16]. Described above results are created the starting conditions for investigation of influence of fullerene soot and on the tribo systems «steel» type. Naturally, these materials can be in function of effective modifiers of oils. It’s applied to commonly used oils, such as, for example, M10r2x. An actual task is defining the impact of FS on oils’ lubricating properties, which are used in machines’ and mechanisms’ friction conjunctions commercially.

3. Materials and Methods

The main aim was to approve optimal volume of fullerene-containing oil with aid to studies of tribological properties of friction pair «steel» at the application of fullerene.

To reach the goal, the next tasks were set:
- fullerene-containing oil through various volume of fullerene;
- to investigate tribological properties of friction pair «steel» at the greasing by modified oil and determination of optimal fullerene-containing in it;
- to define the reason of changing of tribological properties of friction pair «steel-steel» at the greasing by fullerene-containing oil through investigation of friction surfaces.’

**Objects and methods of investigation fullerene-containing oils on tribological characteristics of steel conjunctions.**

In the function of basic material for investigation was chosen oil M10r2к, as the most widespread, and customer grade price, that was using numerous numbers of machines, like: large machines, lots of other means of transport and for special equipments, for instance, stationary generator. This oil is used in diesel, including, such as KamAZ-740 and its’ modifications. The main features of oils are presented in table 1.

**Table 1:** Some of the main features oil M10r2к

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit of measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density at 20°C</td>
<td>g/sm³</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinematic viscosity at 100°C</td>
<td>mm²/sm³</td>
<td>11±0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash point</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freezing point</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash residue</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>1,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active elements (additives) per wt.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- calcium</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- zink and phosphorous</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additions from mechanical origin, less than or equal to</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As modifier was chosen fullerene-containing material – a fullerene soot, as co-product of the synthesis of basic fullerenes C₆₀. To carry out the studies fullerene soot was used, that was given by Saint Petersburg State Institute of Technology.

The impact of fullerene soot on lubricating facilities by changing their tribological properties in friction area, which was working with these oils was defined. The investigation of properties was being conducted on the friction machine CMI-2 by scheme «disk-shoe» at the oil immersion. The load and rubbing speed at the experiment were 10 MPа and 1,3 m/s respectively. Each of experiments was being carried out among two hours and was repeated three times. The temperatures of modified oils were defining with aid of thermo couple D-301. Ruggedness of working surfaces (parameter Ra) was defined with aid of point contact follower 296 by standard methodology. In function of materials for friction pairs were used steel samples based on steel 45. The disks were heat treated to 42...45 HRC. Wearing surface roughness was bought up to Ra = 0,65 mkm.

The morphology of surfaces was studied with hope of scanning electron microscope (CEM) Hitachi S4800.

**4. Experimental**

According to our previous results [15], we expected to get decreasing in the main tribological parameters by optimal volume of fullerene soot in oil. To conduct tests the oils were prepared such as, modified in volume 0,1; 0,3 and 0,5% of the weight part in fullerene soot. Such levels of concentration were chosen in order to previous studies [17, 18].

The results of investigations of changing coefficient of friction in friction pair «steel-steel» type at the process of frictional engagement in the condition of basic and modified oils showed on the fig. 1.

In accordance to received results concentration dependences have growth character. It had been discovered, that in the area of modifiers’ concentration FS 0,1 % could be seen dramatic reduce in coefficient of friction (fig.1), temperature (fig. 2) and remarkable – intensity of linear wear (fig. 3).

![Fig. 1 – The concentration dependence of coefficient of friction \( f_{тр} \) at the process of frictional engagement in the condition of basic and modified oils.](image1)

![Fig. 2 – Concentration dependence of the sample’s temperature in friction area \( f_{тр} \) at the process of frictional engagement in the condition of basic and modified oils: 2 – 0,1 %; 3 – 0,3 %; 4 – 0,5 %.](image2)

![Fig. 3 – Concentration dependence of the sample’s linear wear \( L \) at the frictional engagement at the process of frictional engagement in the condition of basic and modified oils: 2 – 0,1 %; 3 – 0,3 %; 4 – 0,5 %](image3)

Hear with reducing of these parameters is within 10-20% or less, than at the friction in non-modified oil. With increasing in weight part of fullerene soot in oil, all mentioned parameters are having steady growth. At the weight part of fullerene soot in oil even 0,5 % the value of the coefficient of friction \( f_{тр} \) has been exceed in basic variant.

It’s known [19, 20], that fullerenes, even in small quantity are able to form the structure on the rubbing surface. It leads to creation of solid and flexible coat, which rise the tribological properties of friction pair, that we defined.

To finding out such coat on the friction surface after frictional engagement in oil, modified with FS, there was conducted an investigation on the subject surface roughness. It was determined by one the main parameters of roughness Ra. The results of tests are devoted on the fig. 4.
It was set, that immerse of fullerene soot in oil provides decreasing in wearing roughness of surfaces. By the way, in this particular case they are accurate propulsions of these parameters: with increasing in weight part of fullerene soot in oil, roughness $Ra$ is going back. In general it was found reducing in roughness within volumes of 36…46 % in comparison with surface’s roughness, which was got from clear oil. On the fig. 5 is showed proposed scheme of rubbing surfaces’ profiles after frictional engagement in base and modified oils.

Existence of lubricating film on the surfaces also can be confirmed by micrometric shots of them after frictional engagement in condition of base and modified oils (Fig. 6).

While zooming to $\times$ 2500 times, there were found an intensive filling of micro depressions (Fig. 7, a) and forming superficial formations by the components of fullerene soot.

**Fig. 4 – Concentration dependence of roughness according to Ra of friction surface after frictional interaction in condition of basic and modified fullerene-containing oils: 2 – 0,1 %; 3 – 0,3 %; 4 – 0,5 %.

**Fig. 5 – Proposed scheme of rubbing surfaces profiles after frictional engagement in condition of base (a) and modified (b) oils.

**Fig. 6 – Micrometrical shots of rubbing surfaces after frictional engagement in condition of (а) base and (б) modified oils. Picture CEM, $\times$ 500 times.

**Fig. 7 – Micrometric shots of the friction surfaces after frictional interaction in the condition of modified oil. Picture CEM, $\times$ 2500 times.

5. Results and discussion

It was known, that using fullerene-containing oils should improve friction mode and reduce wear of metal tribological distinction. Generally, such suppose was absolutely appropriate.

Influence of fullerenes’ weight part on coefficient of friction, temperature and intensity of linear wear. Actually, at the addition fullerene soot into the oil in volume till 0,1 % of weight can be seen improvement of tribological properties of friction pair, that is explained by changing in character of friction due to contents of FS in the structure. By contrast, in case of increasing the weight part of fullerene soot in the oil, the coefficient of friction (picture1), temperature in contact area (picture 2) and intensity of linear wear (picture 3) are on the rise. As can be assumed, that at the increasing...
in volume of FS, the soot shall be has preference, as a matrix, which contains physical carbon and rests of fullerenes’ synthesis. These products are making impossible to roll-out of fullerene molecules groups on the working surface. In fact, friction shift plays a valuable role. Here can be made a hypothesis, that shows how at the small quantity of FS is taking place carbonation of working surface, and in case of its end or numerous volume of carbon, tribological properties will be disimproved.

Influence of weight part of FS on surfaces’ roughness. Process of growth down of working surface roughness Ra is justified supposes as for forming lubricating film on the rubbing surfaces, it is forming out microroughnesses, that declining the level of roughness after frictional interaction in condition of modified oil. Despite of this, in such conditions appears a smooth finish on the rubbing surface with aid of fullerene soot’s products. As supposed, the layers of film would be within defined values. It allows to downturn the parameters of vibration and noise in tribological distinctions.

As can be seen micrometric shots, working surfaces, which are gotten after frictional interaction in condition of base and modified oils they have a significant differences. So, on the surface, is performed on the picture 6, a, are seeing in microroughnesses without any notable additives and inclusions. And surface (picture 6, d) is covered with lubricating film, and it is key reason, which influence on reducing friction and wear of friction pair at the friction in modified oil. The surfaces have different structures; there are superposition and concentration of fullerene soot. The difference between morphology of created coats should be noted (picture 7). Basically, these micro parcels are fullerene-containing materials, what has lead to positive effect. They are concentrated in dimples of microroughnesses, and it’s creating solid lays of material, substantial, may be, fixed by chemical means on the rubbing surface. On the picture 7, b can be seen textual features; they are creating and developing with aid of tribochemical reactions, which are taking place at the friction. At the increasing of weight part of FS in oil such layers lead to negative consequence – force of moving FS molecules is growing, that is the reason of growth values of coefficient of friction \( f_{\text{mean}} \), temperature in contact zone \( T \) and wear \( l \). So, on the rubbing surface (picture 7, a) can be seen how unevenness of profile are filled with FS.

6. Conclusion

It was studied the impact of weight part of fullerenes in oil on the subject of tribological properties in tribological conjunctions «steel-steel» type and it was found optimal volume of modifier.

In conclusion, implementation of fullerene soot into the oil in optimal volume 0,1 % of its weight provided decreasing in: coefficient of friction to - 19%; temperature in contact area to - 11%; intense of linear wearing to - 13%; Wearing surface roughness to - 36%.

According to research, which was done on CEM it had found, that on the rubbing surfaces at the frictional engagement in condition of modified oil with added fullerene soot, it is taking place in process of forming the film, which is changing character of friction, and it’s contribute to improvement of triboengineering characteristics of the metal samples, which are made from steel 45. It was deeply recommended to apply oil M10г2к industrially, which has been modified with fullerene soot in volume 0,1 % of the weight.
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